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Out of the most 

modern tape factory 

in the world... 

tape in the new pack. 

BASF tape in the new Plastic Swivel Box 

Store your tapes safely, compactly, dust free, 
in the new Plastic Swivel Box. They're made to 
resemble books ... look superb on a shelf. The 
organisation of your tape library becomes 
simple and your tapes are quickly accessible. 
BASF Tapes in the Plastic Swivel Box are 
essential for the modern tape fan. Make 
marvellous gifts, too. 

BASF Tape in the Round Pack 

Your tapes are well-protected in this modern, 
practical and economical pack. Fits easily into 
the new plastic tape library. BASF Plastic 
Swivel Box or BASF Round Pack. Ask your 
retailer about it! 

BASF United Kingdom Limited, 
5a Gillespie Road, London, N.5. 
Telephone: CANonbury 2011 
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Voi'If'xion 

quality equipment 

TYPE C.B.L 

TAPE RECORDER 

- 

\ 

« 

fl C *■ 

^ V' 

Here is a versatile stereophonic recorder which has no equal in its price group. 

IT CAN record monaurally or stereophonically with its own mixed inputs from Gram, Radio or other sources 
and from high grade low impedance balanced line microphones. With good microphones, etc.. the result 
is a suitable master for disc manufacturers. " Before and After " monitoring is provided together with adjustable 
metered bias for perfection. 

IT CAN also make a recording on one crack and then transfer it to the other track while measuring and listening 
to it and adding one or two more signals also metered. A special PPM type meter is now used. 

IT CAN repeat the process and transfer this combined signal to the first track with one or two more signals. 
Composers use it for this purpose. One track may have music or commentary and the other cueing signals or 
commentary and either may be altered without the other. 

IT CAN playback stereophonically or monaurally with its own amplifiers of 3J watts each. 

Speeds 11/32/7| i.p.s. Price £172 Os. Od. 
Speeds 32/7i/l5 i.p.s. Price £180 0s. Od. 

The Vortexion W.V.B. is a high quality monaural machine with " Before and After " monitoring. The recording 
inputs are a high sensitivity socket for moving coil or ribbon microphone and a high impedance socket for radio, etc.. 
either of which can be selected by a switch. Superimposing and echo work can be done and the playback has reserve 
gain for abnormal requirements. This model cannot be converted for stereo playback, but it is a thoroughly reliable 
machine for the engineer specialising on monaural work. 

Speeds 11/32/7| i.p.s. Price £115 10s. Od. 
Speeds 32/7J/I5 i.p.s. Price £128 0s. Od. 

The Vortexion W.V.A. is a monaural machine which has a performance equal in sound quality to the other models. 
It possesses all the features of the W.V.B. except for " Before and After " monitoring. Dubbing and Echoes. The 
recording being made can be heard on the internal loudspeaker as in the W.V.B. and C.B.L. The controls are 
uncomplicated. 

Speeds l|/32/7i i.p.s. Price £96 7s. Od. 
Speeds 32/7$/15 i.p.s. Price £107 3s. Od. 

All tape recorders have adjustable bias controls, low impedance mic. inputs for unlimited lengths of cable, highly 
accurate position indicators and meters to measure recording level and bias. 

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.19 
Telephone: LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3-4 Telegrams: "Vortexion London S.W. 19" 
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THE MANY MOODS OF 

Paul Jones 

MY WAY 

HMV TC-CSD 3586 

^"jwesk. 

II EMI vSSSS 
□ WM0Z& 

TH£ GREATEST RECORDING ORGANISATION IN THE WORIQ 

I 

George Mitchell 

Minstrels 

HERE COME 

THE MINSTRELS 

HMV TC-CSD 3579 

The Shadows TGraham Bonney 

OUT OF THE 

SHADOWS 

COLUMBIA TC-SCX 3449 

SUPER GIRL 

COLUMBIA TC-SCX 6052 
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SONY research 

makes the difference 

TC260 Features: 4 track, 2 chan- 
nel, stereophonic and monophonic 
tape recording and playback system 
□ Reliable SONY solid state circuit 
□ Smooth and wide frequency re- 
sponse □ Public address facilities □ 
Separate bass and treble tonecontrols 
□ Horizontal or vertical operating 
position □ Two tape speeds (75 and 
3J ips) □ Fu,l 1" ree! capacity □ 
Automatic shut-off switch □ Tape 
index counter, two VU meters □ 
Automatic tape lifter □ Pause con- 
trol □ Voltage selector Q Integrated 
input and output connectors. 

Specifications: 
Power requirement: 55 W, 110/125 V, 
220/240 V, 50/60 cps. 
Tapespeed: 7J"and3|"persec. 
Reel size: 7"orsmaller. 
Recording system: 4-lrack stereophonic 
and monophonic. 
Frequency response: 30-18,000 cps at 
7J ips. (50-15,000 cps at 7i ips -t 3db). 
30-13,000 cps at SJ ips. 

Signal-to-noise ratio: Better than 50 db 
(at peak recording level). 
Wow and flutter: Less than 0.19% at 
7 J ips. Less than 0.25% at 3 J ips. 
Erase head: In-line (stacked) quarter track, 
EF18-2902H. 
Record/Playback head: In-line (stacked) 
quarter track PP30-4202. 
Level indication: Two VU meters (cali- 
brated to 0 VU at 12 db below saturation of 
tape). 
Tone control: Two separate controls for 
bass and treble. 
Input: Low impedance microphone inputs 
—transistorised (will accommodate any 
microphone from 250 ohm to 1 K ohm im- 
pedance). Sensitivity—68 db (0.3 mv) (2). 
High impedance auxiliary inputs. Sensitivity 
—16 db (0.12 v) (2). 
Output: Low impedance line outputs (2). 
Output level 0 db (0.775 v). External Speaker 
jacks (8 ohms) (2). Integrated Record/ 
Playback. Connector (1), Binaural monitor 
output (1). Output level 0 db (0.775 v) 
Operating position: Either horizontal or 
vertical. 
Speaker: 4" x 8" dynamic (2). 
Power output: 5 watts x 2. 

Transistors: 2SB381 (x6), 2SB382 (x2), 
2SB383 (x2), 2SC297 (xl), 2SC298 (x4), 
2SD64 (x6). 
Weight; Approx. 34 lbs. 3 ozs. 
Dimensions: 21t^" (W) x 15-iV (D) x 
7i'(H). 
Accessories: 5" stereo recorded tape. 
Empty 7" reel. Microphone Model F-96 (2). 
Connection cord. Capstan. Pinch roller. Reel 
cap. Head cleaning ribbon. 
Rocommendcd retail price 97 Gns. 

Sony offer the finest range of 
tape recorders from the battery 
portable TC 900 to the studio 
quality 777, 
For further details see your 
Sony dealer or write to: 
Sony U.K. Sales Division, 
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester. 
Tel: Gloucester 21591. 
London Showrooms: 
70-71 Welbeck Street, London, W.I. 
Tel: HUNter2143 

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 
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one switch 

. to give you 

two mikes 

The Philips P33 is a superb, professional 
microphone at a medium price, which pro- 
vides cardioid or omni-directional character- 
istics— at the click of a switch. 
The frequency response is 80 c/s to 1 5 Kc/s 
~3db. It is flat over a wide range and 
remains flat in the low frequency range when 
used close up. In the cardioid mode sensitivity 

at the rear is 17db less than at the front. 
Impedance is 500 ohms. 
The P33 is mounted in a quick-release holder 
and can instantly be used as a hand-held 
microphone complete with a detachable, twin 
screened cable 16 feet in length. In addition an 
anti-vibration mounting is available, prevent- 
ing transmission of rumble from the stand. 

PET 

m 

\ 

. 

6 Modern appearance coupled with high 
quality make the P33 a must for 
entertaining, recording and public 
address*! Ask your dealer for details 
of contact: 

PETO SCOTT I 
sound and vis id n 

PETO SCOTT LIMITED 
Addlestone Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Tel; Weybridge 45511 

Cp SCOTT tor Philips professional sound 

. SB re.? 
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QUALITY 

the simple, single aim 

behind the manufacture of these and every UHER Tape Recorder. 
The production of tape recorders for every amateur and professional 
need is the sole pre-occupation of the UHER Company, whose 
specialisation has led to many outstanding developments, including 
the first application of printed-circuit techniques in tape recorder 
manufacture. 

* 

4000 Report 

1000 Report Pilot 

m ■ 

724L Stereo (New!) 

An extremely versatile battery portable that 
gives virtually every facility of a mains-operated 
recorder—with many exceptional new features. 
Four tape speeds provide an infinite variety of 
recordings. Collectorless motor. Weighs only 
6 lbs. Price, including microphone and tape, 
103 gns. 

s 

A tape recorder of the highest standard, 
specially manufactured for professional use. 
Ideal size, weight, performance and exceptional 
quality reception. Can be used to synchronise 
sound .with film as well as reporting under 
professional conditions, on a wide range of 
voltages. Remote control stop/start. Full track. 
Collectorless motor. Automatic volume control. 
Price on application 

The latest, full stereo four track, all mains 
recorder,specially designed to meet the strong 
demand for an instrument particularly easy to 
understand and operate. Monophonic and 
stereophonic recording and playback. Suitable 
for use with 'hi-fi' equipment. Fully transist- 
orised. High impedance output. Takes 7" 
spools. Now built in to a smart teak cabinet 
with a smoke-tinted perspex lid. Priced at only 
75 gns SEE us flT THE flUD|0 Ffl,R_ B00TH 

No. 47 IN DEMONSTRATION ROOM 122. 

BOSCI 

M BOSCH LIMITED. 205 Great Portland Street, 
|g London, Wl. Telephone: LANgham 2672-5 1 4 if E 

m 
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The outstanding newTandberg 6x 

..i- 

The world's best stereo tape deck plus new 

bias head for guaranteed frequency response 

and unbeatable signal to noise ratio 

Tandbcrg have taken their finest tape deck, 
added a Bias head and refined the circuitry. 
The result is the Tandberg Model 64X. 
Frequency Response: 
71* per sec: 20-25.000 c/s 
(± 2 dB 30-20,000 c/s). 
33- per sec: 20-18,000 c/s 
(± 2 dB 30-15,000 c/s). 
li" per sec: 30-12,000 c/s 
(± 2 dB 40-8,000 c/s). 
Signal to noise ratio: 
71" per sec; 62 dB. 33'per sec; 59 dB. 
I>" per sec: 56 dB. 

SEE AND HEAR US AT THE 1967 
AUDIO FESTIVAL AND FAIR 
STAND NO. 17 
DEMONSTRATION ROOM 212 

•Also incorporates Multiplex Filters (for 
stereo radio recording). 
* A centre channel amplifier for simul- 
taneous playback of two tracks into mono 
headphones. 
* A fully transistorised oscillator Circuit. 
* Cathode follower outputs. 
* 'On and off the tape' monitoring. 
* 'Sound on sound' facilities. 
* Superb teak and stove enamel finish. 
The Tandberg 2 or 4 track, 3 speed Series 
6X. 115 Gns. 

f"Please send me full details on the | 
Tandberg 1 

nJ 
yj 

Also full details on the Series 
8 9 12 

□ □ □ tick as appropriate 
Name   

Address   

Post to Dept. TRM9 
Elstone Electronics Limited, 
Hereford House, North Court, 

^olf Vicar Lane, Leeds, 2. 
_ J 
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Philips Cassette Recorders: 

excitingly easy new way to 

play music and record sound 

And to record sound. Because Philips Cassette Recorders 
are so simple that you can use them with your 
eyes shut! Their tape comes loaded in special 
cassettes that just snap in for instant use. 
And you get superb pre-recorded music 
on fabulous new Musicassettes - 
in a wide range of titles. You have three 
Philips Cassette Recorders to choose from. 

Model EL3301T is a 27 gn play-anywhere 
battery portable that travels in a carrying case, 
has simple controls including a remote stop/start 
switch, and can even be mounted in your car. The 35 gn 
Mains/Mono Model EL3310 has a teak-finished cabinet, 
exclusive hinged 'Sound Mirror', Automatic Recording Control 

for perfect recordings, and 
push-button cassette ejection. 

Model EL3312 is a superb Model EL3312 

A. 

■k 

Mains/Stereo recorder at 48 gns, with two Hi-Fi 
speakers extra at 10 gns plus 3/1 P.T. surcharge 
each. All prices cover many useful accessories. 

Model 
EL3301T 

e 
e 

Model EL3310 

See your Philips Dealer 
or write for free brochure to 
Philips Electrical Ltd., Century House,' 
Shaflesbury Avenue, London W.C.2. 

PHItlPS 

PHILIPS - the friend of the family 
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K.J. ENTERPRISES 

BRITAIN'S PREMIER MAIL-ORDER RECORDING TAPE SPECIALISTS 

IMMEDIATE 24 HOUR SERVICE ON ADVERTISED LINES 

FULL CASH REFUND GUARANTEED SEND TODAY AND SAVE! 

BRANDED TAPES 20% OFF 

Brsnd New, Polyester Base (except where stated). Fully Guaranteed, and in Normal Manufacturers Pack. 

PHILIPS - BASF SCOTCH 
LIST OUR LIST OUR LIST OUR LIST OUR STANDARD FLAY PRICE PRICE DOUBLE PLAY PRICE PRICE STANDARD PLAY PRICE PRICE DOUBLE PLAY PRICE PRICE 4" 300' PHIL P5 10 6 8 6 3* 300' 14 - II 3 5" 600' 20 6 16 4 3' 400' 16 6 13 2 5' 600' 21 - 16 10 4" 600' 25 ■ 20 - 55" 900' 27 6 22 - 4' 600' 24 6 19 6 55' 900' 28 - 22 6 45" 900' BASF 30 - 24 - 7" 1,200' 35 - 28 - 5" 1.200' 41/9 33 6 7" 1.200' 25 - 28 - 5" 1.200 42 • 33 8 LONG PLAY 55" 1,800' 55/- 44 - 

LONG PLAY 55" 1,800' 55 6 44 6 3' 300' 9 6 7 6 7' 2,400' 76 6 61- r 210' 9 - 7 3 7" 2.400' 77 6 62 - 4" 450' 14 6 II 8 TRIPLE PLAY 4" 4S0' 14 6 II 8 TRIPLE PLAY 5" 900' 27 6 22 - 3" 600' 24 9 19/6 41' 600' BASF 21 • 16 10 3" 450' 22 - 17 8 55' 1.200' 34 6 27 6 4" 900' 38 6 30 6 5" 900 28 - 22 6 4' 900' 39 - 31 3 7" 1.800' 49 - 39 - DYNARANGE (L P) 55" 1,200' 35 - 28 - 4i' 1.200' BASF 49 - 39 3 85' 2.4C0 72 6 58 - 5" 900' 32 3 25 9 7" 1.800 50 - 40 - S" 1.800' 66 - 52 10 STANDARD (ACETATE) 51" 1.200' 40,6 32 6 81" 2.400'\ BASF 72 6 58 - 55" 2.400' \BASF 90 - 72 - 52" 850* 24 6 19 6 7' 1.800' 57/6 46,'- 10' 3.600' TOnly 95 - 76 - 7" 3.600 /Only 115 - 92 - 7" 1.200' 30 - 24 - 81" 2.400' 83 6 66 6 
Postage and Packing 2 Orders over £3 Post Free. 

BASF TAPE — 33J0o REDUCTION 
A Special Offer of the famous Premium Grade Polycscer BASF Tape, Brand new. 
boxed with Full Leader. Stop foil, and Polythene sealed. Multiples of three 4" or 4i' 
sizes can be supplied in the BASF. 3 compartment plastic library cassettes at no 
extra cost. 

LIST PRICE ONE THREE SIX 
25 - 17 - 49 - 93/- 
30,- 21/6 62 6 120 - 
28 - 17 - 49 - 93 - 

TYPE 
LGS26 
LGS26 
LGS35 

DESCRIPTION 
600' D.P 4" reel 
900" B;P 45" reel 
900" LP Si- reel 
Post and Packing 2/-. ORDERS OVER £3 POST FREE. 

GRUNDIG TAPE 50oo Off 
Brand new. fully guaranteed. Premium Grade Magnetic Tape. Complete with the 
specially designed Grundig Tape Storage Container, Full leader and stop foil at both ends, and suitable for use with all makes of tape-recorder. 

DON'T MISS THIS RARE OPPORTUNITY. SEND NOW! 
TYPE DESCRIPTION LIST PRICE ONE THREE 
GSI5 (TSP2) 900'S/P 5r Reel 28/- IS 6 45,- 

ALSO AVAILABLE AT SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTIONS GLI5 <TLP2) 1.200'L P 55" reel 35 - 24 6 71- 
GDI5 (TDP8) 1.800'D P 55" reel 52 6 42 6 126 - GLI8 (TLP3) 1,800'L;P 7" reel SO/- 29 6 86 - 

Post and Packing 2 -. ORDERS OVER £3 POST FREE. 

SIX 
84 - 

137 - 
246 - 
165 - 

TRIPLE PLAY TAPE-HALF PRICE! 
A large purchase from a " shy " world renowned manufacturer enables us to make 
his unique half-price offer. Brand new, fully guaranteed, premium grade Polyester Base Tape with FULL LEADER and stop foil. In original maker's boxes and polythene 

wrapped at these EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES. 
LIST PRICE ONE THREE 450' on 3" reel 22/- 12/- 35- 

600'on 35"reel 27/6 14,6 42 6 
900'on 4" reel 39'- 20/6 60 - 

1.800'on 5" reel 66/- 34/- 101- 
2,400'on 55'reel 90, - 46/- 137 - 

Post and Packing 2 ORDERS OVER £3 POST FREE 

SIX 
66 • 
82 6 

117 - 
198 - 
270 - 

Don't forget our other ACCESSORY BARGAI NS! 
Tape Head Demagnetizer, essential for any enthusiast! Ready for immediate use. 
Fully guaranteed. Worth 50 -   Only 27'6 P. & P. 2 - 
Tape Splicer, fully auto., no razor blades. Worth 32'6 Only I6'6 P. & P. 2- Universal Polyester Tape, 2.400' 7" reel (boxed) Only 25 - P. & P. 2/- 

AGFA TAPE - HALF PRICE! 
Brand New. Premium Grade, Polyester Base Tape from this famous manufacturer 
Boxed with full leader, stop foil and polythene scaled at this exceptionally attractive 
price. 
1,200' on 7" reel Normally 35 -. OUR PRICE 19 6. P. & P. 2 - single reels. Three 
reels for 55 6 post free. Six reels for 105,'- post free. 

ILFORD TAPE near HALF PRICE 
A bulk purchase of premium grade, top quality POLYESTER MAGNETIC TAPE from 
one of the world's foremost experts in film coating technology. With FULL LEADER 
stop foil. Polythene wrapping, and in original manufacturer's boxes. Available in 
long-play base only at these BARGAIN PRICES! 

900' on 5" reel. 
1,200' on 55' reel. 
1,800' on 7" reel. 

List price 28 - 
List price 35 - 
List price 50,'- 

Please add 2 - P. & P. 

ONE 
16/6 
22 6 
28 6 

THREE 
48 - 
65'- 84- 

S/X 
90 - 

125 - 
160 - 

ORDERS OVER £3 POST FREE. 

SCOTCH TAPE - HALF PRICE! 
Brand New. Polyester Base Tape. Double Coated, and made specially for the 
electronic industry. 
SCOTCH (ISO D C) Polyester L P900'on 7" reel. ONLY 15 6, P & P. 2/-. 
Three reels for 45,- post free, six reels for 84/- post free. Boxed, add I , - per reel. Can be supplied on 55' reels at special request 

IT. To K. J. ENTERPRISES (Dept. T). 17. THE BRIDGE. WEALDSTONE, MIDDLESEX I 
P/cose supply your lists and goods as detailed below: ( 

| Quantity Description of Goods Amount J 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

. .1 Total for post and packing 

I enclose my remittance for Total £ 
NAME  
ADDRESS   
(Print Please)   i 

April 19671 

SEND FOR LISTS OF OTHER TAPE AND HI-FI BARGAINS 
K. J. ENTERPRISES, (Dept. T), 17 THE BRIDGE, WEALDSTONE, 
MIDDLESEX (OPPOSITE HARROW i WEALDSTONE STATION) 
01-427 0395 (CLOSED P.M. WED. & SAT.) REFUND GUARANTEE 
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this is the JBTJ TI ^ \ 1001 - 

the new standard in home recorders 

The ELTRA 1001 sets a new standard for mono home recorders. At around half the price (49gns) of 
current high quality machines it provides a playback quality unrivalled by all but the most expensive 
machines available today. The large internal loudspeaker (9x5) is driven by a most generous in-built 
amplifier (6 watts push-pull > 1% harmonic distortion) with full separate bass and treble control. Wide, 
linear frequency response (50-18000 Hz. 1 3dB @ 7? i.p.s. to DIN 45513) and incredibly low background 
noise levels (— 54dB weighted @ 7? i.p.s.) make the machine quite suitable for most discriminating 
recording. As for the cabinet, finish and styling, these are Danish Design at its best just see for yourself. 

The coupon will bring further details of the 1001 and the address of your nearest stockist. 

- unextravagant high fidelity listening 

Please send full details on the Eltra 

NAMA  L\J ELTRA UK SALES & SERVICE: 

rq 
CE HAMMOND & CO. LIMITED AHHrocc 

hammonc 90 HIGH STREET . ETON . WINDSOR . BERKSHIRE 
5E/TRM/S7 
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Your tape recorder is only 

as good as its microphone 

Sennlieiser 

make the right microphone for your recorder 

MO 411 SUPER-CARDIOID 
Ultra directional microphone. 
Developedfromthenowfamous 
Sennheiserstudio microphones 
MD411 cuts out background 
noise and gives professional 
' close-up 1 sound in difficult 
domestic surroundings. Triple 
impedance suits any recorder. 
Complete with table stand and 
zip-up case. £ n. 9. o. 

LjJ-3 

 la 
» 

a "■ 

r 

a 

MO 421 DYNAMIC STUDIO CARDIOID 
Sennheiser's most famous microphone 
is used by almost every broadcasting 
station in Europe and over30,000amateurs 
have saved up to buythis "acoustic Leica." 
Accurate cardioid characteristic and 
smooth frequency response permit high 
quality sound recordings in difficult 
situations. Ideal for prestige public ad- 
dress sound reinforcement and stage 
use. Built-in dual impedance transformer 
and variable bass attenuator control. 
Only the huge amateur demand for this 
professional microphone has brought 
the price from £70 to £ 31 ]2 6 

MO 211 OMNI DIRECTIONAL 
Thefinest dynamic microphone 
intheworld. Condenser sound 
from a rugged dynamic capsule 
40c/s—20kc/s. £35 15 0_ 

Do you know the rest of the 
Sennheiser range or products ? 
RF. condenser microphones 
(like the 'gun mic.' shown 
above) Radio microphones, 
Miniature magnetic micro- 
phones and earphones, Hi-Fi 
reproducers, Audio test equip- 
ment. 

Audio Engineering Ltd 

33 Endell Street London WC2 TEM 0033 
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TAPE 
RECORDING 
MAGAZINE 

mi 

Did you hearthe 'DittonIB' 

at the Audio Fair? 

The 'Ditton 15' is Celestion's new 3 element compact 
loudspeaker enclosure. Although only 1 cubic foot in size, 
this full-range 15 watt system gives improved bass per- 
formance over simple closed boxes because of a new 
concept in design—ABR (Auxiliary Bass Radiator). 

ABR gives the following advantages: 
■ extended low frequency response down to 30 Hz 
■ high sensitivity ■ lower distortion 

In addition, the 'Ditton 15' employs an entirely new 8" bass 
unit, plus the famous HF1300 Mark II high frequency unit. 
See and hear the 'Ditton 15' at your nearest High Fidelity 
Dealer or complete the coupon below for illustrated leaflet 
and further details. 

— the latest product 

of Celestion know-how 

and enthusiasm 

■ 

Celestion 
Studio 
Series 

loudspeakers for 
the perfectionist 

Rola Celestion Ltd. 

Ferry Works, Thames Ditlon, Surrey. Telephone 01 -398 3402 

Please send me the Ditton 15 leaflet and details of the 
'Studio Series' loudspeakers. 

NAME    

ADDRESS  
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Tape trends and tape talk 

By Douglas Brown 

ONLY NEW talking point at this year's Audio 
Fair, I found, was: will tape cassettes hit spool- 
to-spool business? And the general answer was a 
categorical No. At last there seems to be a general 
disposition to accept the idea I've peddled here, 
and elsewhere, for years: that tape is going to split 
up into creative tape recording (spool-lo-spool) 
and passive listening to tape playback (music in 
cassettes). Whether those newly attracted to tape 
as a means of reproducing music will be templed 
into creative activity remains to be seen. For the 
moment, there are two quite distinct markets. 

* ♦ * 

OPPORTUNITIES for creative recording, in 
the form of contests, will be wide open this year. 
Elsewhere in this issue we print the rules and 
entry form for the 1967 British Amateur Tape 
Recording Contest. For the first time, it will be 
jointly sponsored by all the leading tape and audio 
journals, so that it should be much more widely 
publicised than in the past and we hope for a 
commensurate increase in the number of entries. 

This year. loo. we return to ihe system of categories 
which was a feature of the Contest in its early years, and 
which are based upon the pattern of the International 
Recording Contest (CIMES). I know this will meet with 
the approval of many readers of this magazine who did 
not approve of recent attempts to "simplify" and 
" popularise " the Contest. 

The organisation of the Contest—and. in due course, 
the judging—are now to be in the hands of those who 
should have the best appreciation of the problems from 
every possible angle—the editors of the specialist maga- 
zines catering for amateurs. 

* * * 

JUST IN TIME for the Audio Fair, the BBC 
announced the theme for its 1967 tape recording 
contest. It is "On the move"—a choice which 
provided a guide line while leaving open to 
entrants a vast number of possible subjects. 1 
would say the scope is much wider than it was in 
1966, when the subject was " Summer." 

Those who want fuller information about the 
BBC Contest can send their names and addresses 
to BBC Tape Recording Competition, BBC, 
Piccadilly. Manchester. 

THE BBC's THEORY that many amateurs 
need to be provided with a particular idea to set 
them going now seems to be gaining ground. This 
year the British Contest will have in addition to the 
six customary classes—a " set subject" category 
in which entrants are invited to submit a four- 
minute "" Tape Letter to someone abroad." 

A few weeks ago I travelled to Luxembourg to attend 
a meeting of the Council of the International Federation 
of Sound Flunters and there Heinz Runge, the President, 
came up with the same idea—that the International Con- 
test should have an additional " set subject" class. He 
thought—and I am sure he is right—that this is Ihe best 
way to get tapes likely to interest broadcasting concerns 
and also UNESCO, with which the International Federa- 
tion enjoys a formal link. 

On the Continent, although, unhappily, not in Britain, 
the need to produce a flow of amateur tapes suitable for 
broadcasting has become of great importance, for there 
are now special transmissions for amateurs in most 
countries. 

* * * 

ANOTHER important development with the 
1967 British Contest has been the decision of 
Grundig (Gt. Britain) Ltd. to merge their success- 
ful Schools' Contest in the main event. So this 
year there should be a dramatic increase in the 
Schools section. 

The Minister of Education's announcement of a new 
organisation to " sort out" audio-visual activity with 
mechanical aids in British schools should also help for- 
ward tape activity in ihe classroom. 

There is still a long way to go. The suggestion I hear 
from some manufacturers is that school recording needs 
more positive assistance and guidance at a national 
level, with bulk-buying to help gel down the cost of the 
basic equipment. At present each individual headmaster 
or headmistress is guided by individual experience (or 
whimi when a recorder is being purchased. 

* * « 
I WAS interested to have news this month of Radio 

New York Worldwide—"a special breed of radio 
news/entertainment programme, broadcast twice 
weekly to listeners in Western Europe, Africa and 
Latin America."' 

it has been on the air for over three years and its 
programmes are designed by and for the international 
radio ham. Features include news of international 
radio, new products, technical tips on electronics, 
information about mics, and a lot of ' do-it-your- 
self" information. 

Transmissions are at 2307 GMT on Saturdays on 
15.440 and 6.015 MHz and at 1607 GMT on Sundays 
on 17.845. 15.440 and 17.730 MHz 
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CONTEST 
TEN magnificent trophies to be won. A first prize of cash 

and equipment to the value of £100—other valuable equip- 
ment prizes—the possibility of hearing your tape broadcast on 
the radio. These are the rewards awaiting competitors in the 
1967 British Amateur Tape Recording Contest. 

And, to give everyone a chance, whatever his or her special 
interest, there are seven different categories in which you may 
enter. 

Making a Contest Tape is great fun, and it does not need 
to be a difficult technical exercise; some of the simplest tapes 
have been notable prize-winners in earlier Contest. 

Start planning YOUR entry NOW. 

RULES OF THE CONTEST 
1. Tapes may be entered in any of the following categories;— 

Class I. Speech and Drama. 
Sketches, Playlets. Prose and poetry reading. Fantasy. Monologues. Maximum 
time. 10 minutes. 

Class II. Documentary. 
Sound story based on fact. Informative. Imaginative and/or entertaining. 
Travelogue. Maximum time. 10 minutes. 

Class III. Music. 
Live vocal or instrumental performance. Maximum time, 10 mirutcs. 

Class IV. Reportage. 
Sound snapshots. Interviews. Interesting or historic sounds. On-the-spot 
reports. Maximum time. 4 minutes. 

Class V. Technical Kxpcriment. 
Sound compositions. Electronic music. Musiquc CMicrcte, Multi-track music. 
Trick recording. Maximum time. 4 minutes. 

Class VI. Schools. Recordings of any aspect of school life or activities, made mainly by the 
pupils. Maximum time. 10 minutes. 

Class VII. Set Sublcel. 
A tape letter to someone abroad. Maximum time. 4 minutes. 

NOTE: The Schools class will be divided into Ihtee sub-sections—lor Inlants, up to 
7 years o! age. Juniors, between 7 and II years of age and Seniors, over II years 
ol age. 

2. Prizes will be awarded lor the best tape in each class. There will also be 
special prizes for the best stereo tape and the most humorouN tape. The tape 
judged to be the best in the Contest as a whole will be selected as the " Tape of 
the Year ** and will win a major award. 

3. Tapes must not exceed in playing time the following maximum durations (but may, of course, be shorter than these limits). Classes i. ii. ill and vi, maximum 
duration 10 minutes; Classes iv. v and vil. maximum duration four minutes. 

4. The Contest is restricted to amateurs and those with experience in professional 
recording studios arc ineligible. The production of tapes must be entirely the work 
of the person submitting as regards the recording and editing processes. 

5. No tapes submitted may contain anything taken from radio or TV transmissions 
or commercial recordings. Any competitor who has fully, or in pan. used any 
literary or musical production of which he is not the author or composer, and 
and which is still in copyright, must obtain authorisation from the author, composer 
or organisation owning or controlling the copyright and must produce proof of 
such authorisation. This proof must be submitted with this form and must state 
expressly that the author, composer or the organisation owning or controlling the 
copyright forgo any payment by the broadcasting organisations which transmit the 
recording. (This docs not imply that, in the countries where they apply, the 
normal rights of payment arranged by the organisations owning or controlling the 
copyright arc relinquished). 

6. Recordings must be made on {-inch tape at either !{. 3{. 7i or 15 inches 
per second speed. Stereo recordings may be entered. The programme must com- 
mence at the beginning of the tape and only one track may be used in mono, or 
two tracks in the case of stereo (when judging, there will be no reversal of spools 
to hear second tracks). Tapes should be prepared between white or coloured 
leader tapes. 

7. Each tape must bo entered in one category only, but competitors may submit 
entries in any or all categories. The jury is at liberty to rc-allocatc entries to 
categories other than those named by the entrants where this is considered appro- priate. 

8. British entries in the International Recording Contest (CIMES) 1968 will be 
selected by the Federation of British Tape Recording Clubs from among the entries 
submitted to the 1967 British Contest, but prizewinning tapes in the British Contest 
will not automatically go forward to the International Contest. 

9. All tapes will be returned to the competitors provided adequate return postage is sent with the entries. But the Contest Organisers will retain copies of the winning 
tapes and runncrs-up tapes. Copyright of these will be the property of their owners 
but the Contest Organisers reserve the right to arrange for the publication of the 
whole, or parts, of any or all of them, by radio, disc or tape, or by any other means. 

10. The Contest is open only to those normally resident in the U.K. The decision 
of the judges will be final and no appeal may be made, nor any correspondence 
entered into. 

11. The closing date for receipt of tapes will be Saturday. December 30. 1967. 
No entries received after that date can be considered in any circumstances. All 
winners will be notified immediately judging is completed and a complete list of 
awards will be sent to all entrants. 

12. Every tape entered must be adequately packed and properly stamped and 
addressed to the British Amateur Tape Recording Contest. 33. Fairlawnes, Maldon 
Road. Wallington, Surrey, and a completed entry form and return postage included 
with the tape. Name and address should also be written on a small label firmly 
affixed to the tape spool and to the container. 

SPECIAL NOTE: Care should be taken in reading the section of the rules 
covering copyright. If in doubt, consult the Mechanical Copyright Protection Society 
Ltd., 380. Streatham Hill Road, London. S.W.I6. 

BRITISH AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING CONTEST 1967 

ENTRY FORM 

(Please use block letters) 

Name and Address   

Age   Occupation 

How long have you been recording? .   

Details about the attached recording: 

1. Title—if there is one   

2. Exact duration  minutes  seconds 

3. Recorded at a speed of l}/3J/7i/15* inches per second. 
Stereo/Mono* 

4. Category in which you wish to be entered: Speech and Drama/ 
Documentary / Music / Reportage / Technical Experiment / 
Schools/Set Subject* 

* Delete as necessary 

5. Make of recorder used   

6. Make of magnetic tape used   

7. Any other equipment used (i.e., microphone, mixer unit, tape 

splicer, etc.). Give details and manufacturers   

8. When and where was the recording made 

9. Titles of works used. Names of authors or composers, duration, 

etc  

10. Names of any assistants and how they helped in making the 

recording   

1 declare that the enclosed tape feature is entirely my own work, 
and that I have not included on the tape any copyright material from 
radio, commercial recording, or any other source, for which author- 
isation has not been granted. 

Signed   
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6 & 0 - for those who consider design and quality before price 

J.r ST 

s* 

The Beocord 2000 de luxe tape recorder 

has more built-in facilities-and so it should. 

Because you pay 125 gns. for the 
Beocord 2000 you have to look at it 
twice . . . and then look again. Just 
think what you could do with the 
facilities designed into the Beocord. 

The 4-channel mixer section for 
instance. This will enable you to mix 
on to one recording a complexity of 
sounds to give professional results. 
Sound on sound, track to track 
transfer, variable echo, a straight 
through stereo amplifier—all these 
things too. Big 8 watts (R.M.S.) per 
channel output via two switchable 
pairs of stereo loudspeaker sockets. 

Bang & Olufsen U.K. Sales 

Look at the neat functional design, 
which makes this tape recorder 
unique. 

Now you see what we mean by 
quality. 
And 125 gns. suddenly seems very 
reasonable. 

Bang & Olufsen's design theme con- 
tinues throughout the whole range. 
For further information on Tape 
Recorders, Loudspeakers, Turntable 
units and accessories see your local 
B & O Dealer now or write for his 
name and our illustrated catalogue to: 

Division Eastbrook Road, Gloucester. Telephone: Gloucester 21591 London Showroom: 70-71 We/beck Street. London, W.I. Telephone: HUNter 2143 

See the Beocord 2000 and the full B & O range at the Audio Fair • Stand No. 54 ■ Demonstration Room 322 

II II 

Q 

Prices referred to above are recommended Retail Prices 
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THE relalionship between the nephew 
and his auntie is desirable and 

unique. Traditionally, the aunt distri- 
butes benevolence and largesse, but at 
the same lime keeps an eye on the wel- 
fare of the youngster. She knows by 
instinct—or by divine right—what is 
good for him; without hesitation she dic- 
tates what his likes and dislikes should 
be. 

It is not surprising that through the 
years the British Broadcasting Corpora- 
tion should have acquired the status of 
aunt—my aunt and your aunt, she treats 
her nephews with avuncular kindliness, 
never admtting either her bigotry or the 
narrowness of her mind. Utterly lack- 
ing in any sense of adventure or excite- 
ment. she waddles her portly way 
through the entertainment jungle, repel- 
ling the ferocious critics with well-aimed 
prods of her umbrella. 

Like most aunts, she has performed 
valiant service in the past for which we 
owe her a great debt of gratitude. But 
her mind is preoccupied with the glories 
of bygone days and she is stolidly refus- 
ing to face up to the realities of modern 
life and technology. For years we 
nephews pleaded long and loud for a 
stereophonic broadcast service. At last, 
at long, long last, we have it. Why com- 
plain? Because to refer to the few multi- 
plex transmissions, always on Network 
Three, often at impossible hours when 
honest citizens are about their daily 
business, too often of works having only 
a minority appeal, far too often origin- 
ating from commercial stereo disc rather 
than live performance, to call this feeble 
hand-out a service is nothing more than 
gross exaggeration. 

How do other nephews, in other coun- 
tries. with other aunties, fare? In 
America, where a genuine stereo service 
is provided, it has proved to be more 
successful than was thought possible. 
The great interest shown by the public 
has enabled manufacturers to develop 
equipment for sale in large quantities— 
and thus at reasonable prices. In the 
Stales " Hi-fi " is accepted as a necessity 
of life, just as we now accept the refri- 
gerator and the washing machine. The 
advantages to both industry and con- 
sumer are incalculable. 

Nearer home I learn on good author- 
ity that in West Germany virtually the 
whole of the music transmissions will be 
in multiplex stereo from some time next 
year. The result? In Germany we have a 
thriving Hi-fi industry and enormous 
consumer interest, and demand. 

Doubtless our benevolent aunt will 
offer plausible excuses for her failure. 
But if she doesn't buck up her ideas she's 
going to suffer the indignity of ridicule, 
and this I would hate to happen. So 
what about it. auntie? 

'f 'HERIC has been a great deal of interest 
T in so-called " sleep learning" recently* 
An experiment was conducted on television* 
and the audience at home was left in na 
doubt that the young lady who was sub- 
jected to the test had benefited from her 
very short, seven days, sleep learning 
course. 

The object of the sleep learning method is 
to endlessly repeal, by means of a pillow 
speaker, the subject-matter that the student 
wishes to learn. Tape recording equipment 
is eminently suited to such applications; the 
playback machine can he wired to a lime 
switch so that the programme material will 
he heard only during selected hours. If one 
is asleep at the lime then perhaps " heard " 
is not quite the right word. . . . 

If you imagine this to be something of a 
gimmick, a passing craze, then let me tell 
you / have just received from an organisa- 
tion called Inductive Learning the specifi- 
cation for a multichannel playback unit 
designed for use in residential schools. The 
Console can provide an output for up to 
12 pillow speakers, or through a range of 
add-on amplifiers it can power up to 2.000 
pillow speakers. Automatic or manual re- 
versing and built-in lime switches are among 
the facilities this equipment offers. 

I am relieved to hear that sleep learning 
is not a " lazy man's way out." As with 
any form of learning it is necessary for the 
student to make an appropriate mental effort 
at the subject during normal waking hours. 
If this is done, then the endless repetition 
of information during the sleep period is 
said to reinforce the normal, daytime 
memory. 

But the thought of 2,000 pillow speakers 
all operating from a single playback machine 
—could such a system ever he used to in- 
doctrinate ordinary people against their will? 
The existing equipment has been designed 
for a legitimate and honest purpose: 
throughout history the unscrupulous have 
taken advantage of honest inventions and 
developments. It's one thing to learn a 
foreign language by such a method—it's 
quite another to be indoctrinated by some 
party political machine in the same way. It 
will be a hold man who could say with 
authority that such a stale of affairs will 
never happen. 

XT WE you ever tried recording yourself 
'--'-reading poetry? This is something I 
have tried for years to encourage people 
to do. Anyone who feels self-conscious in 
front of a microphone should practise with 
poetry. The reason is simple to understand. 
The average, prosaic, Englishman feels a 
complete fool when faced by poetry. To 
read if before the microphone requires such 
a mental effort that the inhibitions pre- 
viously felt with " non-poetic " material will 
fade into insignificance. 

A group in Yorkshire, the Pennine Poets, 
have been exchanging recorded poetry read- 
ings with a similar group in New York. 
Some of this work was broadcast by New- 
York Stale Radio and many American 
listeners commented on the similarity bet- 
ween the Yorkshire dialect and words ap- 
pearing amongst the descendants of German 
and Norse settlers in Wisconsin. The 
study of dialects is fascinating, and it is a 
subject which lends itself to adoption by 
recording enthusiasts. Would any clubs 
who feel they have nothing left to record 
care to think about both poetry and dialect? 

If it were to be suggested that a church was 
haunted and that the ghost regularly 

played the organ, then the obvious thing to 
do would be to arrange for a tape recorder 
to be rigged up so as to catch the occult 
visitor redhanded. This actually happened 
recently in a Lincolnshire church. The 
vicar left a tape recorder in the centuries-old 
building when he locked up and went home 
to the vicarage at night. 

Not believing in ghosts, he was in for a 
surprise when he played back next day. 
On the tape were recorded footsteps echoing 
through the empty church, notes sounding 
loud and clear from the organ and various 
other noises. 

Unfortunately, of course, the recording 
doesn't prove anything at all. The sound of 
the organ could easily be accounted for by 
wind blowing across the pipes; the foot- 
steps could be tiny noises accentuated by 
the acoustics of the building. Sound is a 
physical vibration in space and I have yet to 
discover anything other than a physical 
cause for its production. Has anyone 
recorded any other " ghosts "? 

■ AM advised of a new club in Scarborough. 
The secretary is Major C. J. Wilson, M.B.E., 

and his address is 57. Cross Lane. Scarborough. 
Would enthusiasts in that area please contact 
him? The aim of the Scarborough Tape 
Recording Club is to be of service to the com- 
munity: they already have a rota of people 
ready at any hour of the day or night to take 
urgent recordings of messages to hospitals or 
nursing homes. I am quite sure that Major 
Wilson will be delighted to hear from anyone 
interested. 

IF any reader imagines that transistors are 
the very last thing he had better think 

again. Transistors are now old hat—I.C.s 
are the thing. An I.C. is an " integrated 
circuit," which might be no larger tban 
the dot on _ an ' i'. In theory, at least, 
integrated circuits could last for literally 
thousands of years at maintained efficiency. 
Because of the photographic method of 
manufacture, every I.C. is exactly like the 
next; quality standards are maintained 
within undreamed of limits of tolerance. 

Does extreme miniaturisation to these 
lengths really concern us? For its own 
sake, probably not. However tiny the elec- 
tronics department might become we are 
still going to be hampered by the relatively 
crude mechanics of the tape transport 
system. Unfortunately mechanical engineer- 
ing calls for weighty components. I can 
see little prospect of meeting some future 
recording assignment with a piece of equip- 
ment no larger than a matchbox, although 
electronically this would certainly be 
possible. 

An interesting thought—will the public be 
prepared to pay, say, £100 for a really fop 
quality amplifier that is physically so small 
that it could be slipped un-noticed into the 
coat pocket? 
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IN OUR SERIES "TAPE RECORDING TECHNIQUES" DENYS KILLICK DESCRIBES 

A PROFESSIONAL RECORDING SESSION WHICH HE CALLS 

PROJECT BRASS 

rT 

Surrounded by a complex of recording equipment, the distinguished composer 
of " Meditations for Brass." Heinz Hershmann. keeps a watchful eye on the score 
with David Howe. left. The presence of the composer at a recording session 
imposes special obligations on the technical slalf; he knows precisely what he 
expects of both performers and engineers and he is likely to make sure that he 
gels it! The equipment seen in the photograph includes: Vorlexion CBLs and 
3-way microphone mixer and Healhkil signal generator. This latter was used to 
line up the machines with mixers. Just visible in the bottom left corner is one 

of the specially made attenuator boxes described in the text 
Our instrumentalists were: Trumpets. Philips Jones. Elgar Howarth. John 
Wilbraham. Roy Copeslake and Peter Reeve: Trombones. Arthur Wilson. Ray 
Brown and Raymond Prcmru: Tuba. John Fletcher; Horns, Alan Civil, Shirley 

Hopkins. Ifor Jones and James Buck 
To assist readers who might like to hear this recording we have made special 
arrangements for a limited number of discs to be available at our Holborn 

address, cost 32s. 6d. plus 2s. post and packing 

IN previous articles in this series I have 
stressed the differences between pro- 

fessional and amateur recording. This 
applies particularly to the recording of 
music where the standard of performance 
of the musicians counts for so much. 
Live music recording can be a frustrating 
occupation. But professionals do not 
always have available the facilities of a 
specially designed studio, neither do they 
necessarily have access to unlimited 
equipment of astronomic cost. It some- 
times happens that a thoroughly pro- 
fessional recording has to be undertaken 
under what almost amounts to amateur 
conditions. This article, which 1 have 
called with some pride, " Project Brass," 
describes just such an endeavour by the 
staff of Tape Recording Magazine. 

Firstly, the invitation to undertake the 
recording originated from the record 
publishers, Apollo Sound of Hampstead. 
The requirement was to record two 
separate works for brass instruments— 
" Meditations for Brass," by Heinz 
Hcrschmann, was scored for four trum- 
pets and three trombones, " Suite for 
Brass Instruments " by Zador was scored 
for four trumpets, three trombones, four 
horns, and one tuba. The record com- 
pany was to carry out all the musical 
arrangements; my job was to locale suit- 
able premises, provide the equipment, 
and take the recordings. 

After discussions with Apollo Sound 
it was decided, as a matter of policy, to 
engage the very finest brass musicians that 
could be obtained and to arrange for 
them to attend for two three-hour periods 
on separate days. As the instrumentalists 
would not have had the opportunity of 
studying the scores it would be necessary 
at each session for one of the works to 
be learnt, rehearsed, and recorded. The 
high cost of providing top calibre music- 
ians precluded any possibility of second 
chances; within the three-hour period 
both the performance and the recording 
had to be indisputably right. 

Suitable premises for the recording were 
the very first requirement. After a long 
search we located a church hall in West- 
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minster where conditions were almost ideal. 
The acoustics were very bright and lively, 
precisely what is required for brass instru- 
ments; a large adjacent area could be par- 
titioned off with double folding doors and 
this would provide an excellent area for 
the recording equipment and monitor 
speakers. The next practical problem was 
to arrange for dates when both the hall 
would be free and all the musicians would 
be available. This proved to be terribly 
difficult as the instrumentalists all work with 
the big. well-known orchestras and their 
free times rarely coincided—when they did 
we usually found that the hall had a prior 
booking on that date. After much tele- 
phoning and organising two Saturday morn- 
ings. three weeks apart, were finally agreed. 
In the meantime Geoffrey Brand, of the 
BBC. had very kindly agreed to conduct 
both the works. 

Next we had to think seriously about 
equipment. The requirement was to pro- 

vide a 15 ips half-track stereo master tape. 
After much thought it was decided to use 
two Vorlexion CBLs. One machine would 
be used for the actual recording itself, the 
other would serve a double purpose as both 
a reserve recorder and also as an amplifier 
to power the monitoring speakers. We are 
deeply indebted to Messrs. Vorlexion 
Limited, of Wimbledon, for their very kind 
co-operation in making one of these 
machines available to us. 

Microphone equipment was obviously 
going to be all-important. The overtones 
produced by brass instruments arc as deli- 
cate as they are subtle; I had to use micro- 
phones genuinely capable of producing a 
flat response up to 20.000 Hertz. The only 
possible solution to that problem was to use 
condensers. The final choice lay with 
Scnnheiscr cardioid 405s. The cardioid 
directional pattern was preferred because 
this gives a far greater degree of control 
on the precise placing of the stereo image 
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and additionally it enabled us to impose 
some degree of control upon the room 
acoustics, which, as I have already men- 
tioned were very bright. 

Most modern condenser microphones 
give a very high output; far too high to 
to be accommodated in normal, semi-pro- 
fessional, recording equipment. By using 
a mains power pack we were able to achieve 
some degree of attenuation, but the sound 
output from the brass ensembles was ob- 
viously going to be so high that as a pre- 
caution we had attenuators especially made 
up to give an additional 18 dB cut. In the 
event these proved to be as successful as 
they were essential. 

Minimum microphone requirements would 
obviously be two. one for each channel. The 
mains power pack which provides the polar- 
izing voltage is designed to handle two 
heads. Lacking any prior information on 
mixing requirements it was decided that we 
should allow for using two microphones 
on each channel and we should have another 
pair available in reserve. Our microphone 
equipment therefore comprised six Senn- 
hciser 405 condenser heads together with 
three power packs and the appropriate 
attenuator boxes. Our mixers comprised a 
pair of Vortexion three-way type PPM 
mixers, one for each channel. 

A host of sundry items had to be thought 
of: selection of microphone stands, includ- 
ing long booms; all cable runs for micro- 
phones, power supply and interconnecting 
leads between equipment had to be care- 
fully checked. Last, but not least, we had 
to decide on what tape we should use for 
the master recording. Following the re- 
view of Scotch Dynarange tape in our Feb- 
ruary issue it was decided to use Dynarange 
type 202. A couple of dozen seven-inch 
spools were obtained and every spool was 
carefully checked with the recorders to 
determine optimum bias levels. These were 
noted inside the individual tape boxes. When 
working professionally one cannot afford 
hold-ups due to trivial faults; we made 
sure we had available an assortment of 
small tools, together with soldering iron 
and solder, a torch (which we didn't need!) 
chinagraph pencils, notebooks, and all the 
other paraphernalia of a serious recording 
session. 

The hardest part of recording is the sheer 
manual labour involved. Arrangements had 
been made for the musicians to attend at 
the hall at 10 a.m. It was vital that all our 
recording equipment should be installed 
checked and ready to operate the moment 
they were ready to play—and as good pro- 
fessionals 10 o'clock meant 10 o'clock, not 
half past. Allowing ourselves two hours 
for setting up. our rendezvous at the hall 
was for 8 o'clock that morning, which 
meant gelling out of bed at six! As we 
erected microphone stands, ran out cables, 
installed recorders and closed the folding 
doors, the church hall began to look more 
like a recording studio, and the tension was 
mounting. With surprisingly few minor 
crises we were all set up and ready to go 
by 9.45. 

We had decided to record Meditations 
for Brass " by Heinz Herschmann at the first 
session. This work is dedicated to David 
S. Howe, the well-known personality in the 
brass band world, and was composed at his 
suggestion. Both Heinz Herschmann and 
David Howe had arranged to be present at 
the recording session, and I was only too 
glad to have their help and advice. 

In the work itself the composer has fol- 
lowed the example of earlier masters who 
wrote chamber music for the enjoyment and 
inspiration of players and audiences alike. 

Each of the seven players has an equal share 
of the principal melodic parts, and this 
constant change of melodic pre-eminence, 
whether by one player or instrumental 
group, occurs throughout each of the live 
movements. The aim of the composer was 
to use the brass ensemble in an entirely 
new way with regard to textures, sonorities, 
and melodic writing. Only too well aware 
of the fact 1 was very conscious of the obli- 
gation this imposed upon us to produce 
not only a " hi-fi" recording, but also to 
interpret the composer's intentions in re- 
corded sound. 

During the short rehearsal period we ex- 
perimented with microphone placings and 
found that a high position produced an 
unpleasant acoustic effect due to room 
resonances, whilst too low a position made 
balancing very difficult. We compromised 
at a height of about five feel. 

Whenever working out microphone posi- 
tions one should always first decide how 
few microphones can be used, not how 
many. So although we had six heads avail- 
able we started by using just two, one for 
each of the stereo channels. Positioning is 
critical; even a few inches of movement can 
make all the difference to the sound balance. 
As rehearsal proceeded wc juggled around 
with the two microphones, always in con- 
sultation with Geoffrey Brand, the conduc- 
tor, who freely commented on the recorded 
sound. Surprisingly, optimum positions 
were not so very difficult to achieve. Once 
found the microphones were not moved. The 
first part of our job had been done, and 
four microphone heads remained, unuscd. 
in their boxes. 

The first real take of a proper recording 
session is always a great thrill. Professional 
musicians are a joy to work with. Not 
only are they as disciplined as a battalion 
of soldiers, but the quality of instrumental 
sound they produce is a joy to hear. The 
recording operations were now confined to 
merely ensuring that the machine was 
started and stopped at the right moments 
and that recording levels were not exceeded. 
On no account could we allow the recording 
to be spoilt by distortion due to over-modu- 
lation, so I decided to work within very 
conservative limits. The specially made up 
attenuators now proved their worth. Even 
when they were in circuit we were working 
at almost minimum gain. This is always a 
dangerous area, and I was at first concerned 
that distortion might be inevitable. A care- 
ful checking on the monitor speakers re- 
vealed that the signal was as clean as a 
whistle. 

The total programme time for the work 
is just under 12 minutes. As it comprises 
five movements, each is relatively short. 
Each movement in turn was rehearsed, per- 
formed. recorded and checked with the con- 
ductor, performed again, and checked 
again, and so on. until the desired perform- 
ance standard was reached. In this way. 
we worked progressively through the live 
movements. At one o'clock precisely the 
musicians packed their instruments and our 
recording was—almost—in the bag. 

There then followed another three or 
more hours of listening and consultation 
with the conductor and the composer. Small 
alterations were made by editing sections 
out of one particular lake of a movement 
and reinserting them into another lake. In 
this way we built up the finished master 
tape. The end of the day brought as much 
exhaustion as satisfaction. 

Three weeks later we were all back again 
to record the "Suite for Brass Instruments." 
The composer, Eugene Zador. has had a 
distinguished career; all his orchestral scores 

arc characterised by their brilliant orches- 
tration which lends to favour the brass in- 
struments of the orchestra. The work wc 
were to record had been written in 1961, 
dedicated to Guslav Koslik, and is intended 
as a real virtuoso display for brass per- 
formers. Of roughly the same duration as 
the Meditations, it comprises only three 
movements instead of five. However, instead 
of seven instrumentalists we now had the 
addition of tuba and four horns. 

In the light of our earlier experience we 
attempted to set up the simplest possible 
arrangement using again only two micro- 
phones. It immediately became obvious 
that with the more complex instrumentation 
this just would not suit. The horns could 
hardly be heard at all. This difficulty was 
overcome by mounting a third condenser 
head on a long boom and suspending it 
above, and a little behind the horn players. 
The bell of the horn is. of course, facing 
backwards behind the player. The sound 
of the horn is delicate and could easily be 
lost amongst the trumpets and trombones. 
Only by covering them specially in this way 
could a correct balance be achieved. 

The difference in character between the 
two works now became only too obvious 
as performance began. Whereas the Medi- 
tations provides a thoroughly satisfactory 
and valid musical experience, the Suite by 
Zador offers a contrast in brilliance of sound 
that would be revealing to many a hi-fi 
enthusiast. The third and last movement 
is particularly dramatic, closing with a final 
chord of extraordinary brilliance closely 
resembling the sound of a great cathedral 
organ. Recording levels had to be watched 
with greatest care—the peril of over-modu- 
lation was constantly present. 

I could easily have been lost in 
admiration of the wonderful performance 
provided by our musicians. Never before 
had I heard brass instruments sound so 
glorious. But feelings of personal excite- 
ment had to be restrained; all that mattered 
was the quality of the recording coming 
over the monitor speakers. 

Looking back in retrospect 1 regard this 
recording as one of the most important, if 
not the most important I have ever taken. 
We have two highly original contemporary 
compositions recorded for the first time. 
Apart from the quality of the music, the 
display of virtuosity by the performers will 
delight the ear. So far as recorded sound 
quality is concerned I must leave it to others 
to pass judgment. For my own part I was 
wholly satisfied that this project has proved 
the standards of excellence that can be at- 
tained with the equipment used. It now 
remains with the critics and the public to 
form their own opinions. 
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DENIS GILBERT CHATS ON AUDIO TOPICS THAT ARE 

ON THE FRINGE 

WE have asserted before that all 
techniques relating to the repro- 

duction of mechanically recorded sound 
are indeed on the fringe of tape record- 
ing, We tape enthusiasts are perhaps 
fortunate; there are fewer complications 
in the handling of our medium than are 
present in the reproduction of sound 
from conventional discs. Compared to 
disc tape is very much in its infancy, and 
yet even so a significant step forward in 
the handling of tape has undoubtedly 
been achieved in the development of the 
cassette systems. 

Whatever the arguments for or against 
disc, spool-lo-spool tape or cassette (and 
these arguments can be as prolific as 
they arc lengthy) there can be not the 
slightest doubt that for ease of handling 
the cassette wins every time. 

Recently we described in some detail 
the functioning of the Mellotron sound 
effects console. Details have now been 
released describing a completely new 
sound effects console developed and 
made by the BBC's own engineering and 
research departments. This is very inter- 
esting because it operates on a cassette 
system. 

Let us make it quite clear, the cassettes 
used in the new console are not com- 
mercial products; they bear no resem- 
blance to the standard domestic cassettes 
now on the market. About the size of 
a matchbox, each cassette contains a 
length of tape sufficient for 30 seconds 
programme time at a speed of 7^ ips. 
The tape is wound around a single, cen- 
tral spindle. 

The cassette is inserted into the console 
and the play button depressed- an arm en- 
gages a lug at the beginning of the tape and 
rapidly draws it into the play position. 
Drive is applied by a standard capstan sys- 
tem and the tape is allowed to fall by grav- 
ity into a reservoir. At the end of playback 
the tape is rapidly wound back into the 
cassette and the equipment is ready to re- 
produce once again. 

A standard console comprises four sep- 
arate channels, each of which will accept 
one cassette at a lime. The principle of 
operation is for each cassette to hold a 
single effects sound. Any sequence, or 
combination of sequences, can thus be 
achieved by merely inserting the appropriate 
cassettes into their slots and depressing the 
playback buttons. 

As one of the channels can also be used 
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for recording it is possible to insert a blank 
cassette into that slot and record on it the 
sequence produced by the other three. When 
demonstrated the equipment can produce 
the most impressive sound stories with con- 
summate ease, and this has only been made 
possible by adopting the cassette philo- 
sophy. 

The new BBC sound ett'ects console, 
showing a loose cassette at the lop 
right. This unit is built up of four, 

interchangeable modules 
But this is a highly specialised equipment 

which would be of little practical use to 
the amateur. Nevertheless, the ease with 
which cassettes may be handled gives them 
many advantages over either ordinary tape 
or disc. In other respects the comparative 
merits of the different media are by no 
means so obvious, but we shall do our best 
to establish some standard of comparison 
between them in forthcoming issues. 

There is no doubt that the modern long- 
playing gramophone record is capable of 
producing excellent quality, provided it is 
used in conjunction with adequate repro- 
ducing equipment. We have already taken 
a look at the B.S.R. transcription turntable 
as an example of a low-cost unit which may 
be used without risking damage to precious 
records. At that time we promised to look 
at other equipment at the opposite end of 
the price scale. 

When reproducing from disc the most 
important components, from the point of 
view of record protection, are the tone arm. 
the cartridge and the stylus. If we want the 
ultimate in gramophone equipment there 
are one or two firms whose products are 
acknowledged leaders in the field; of these 
one of the best known is S.M.E. Limited, 
of Steyning, Sussex. The S.M.E. precision 
lone arm is a superb example of functional 
engineering. It is as delightful to use as 
a Rolls Royce must be to drive. 

There are still a few British products of 
which we in this country can be justly 
proud, and the S.M.E. arm is certainly one 
of them. Designed for filling to an existing 
plinth, every imaginable adjustment is pro- 
vided. Initial balancing of the arm is 
achieved by moving the counterweight at 

the rear and locking it into position; track- 
ing force is then obtained by moving a slid- 
ing weight along a calibrated arm. By this 
means accuracy up to a quarter of a 
gramme is easily achieved. The small weight 
suspended on a fine nylon line applies a 
precisely calculated counter-force against 
the tendency of the stylus to " skate" to- 
wards the centre of the disc. The cueing, 
or raising and lowering device, is hydrauli- 
cally damped so that the stylus will always 
descend to the disc gently and safely. An 
armrest with a simple, efficient locking de- 
vice is also provided. 

Impressive in appearance and efficiently 
reliable in use. this tone arm has been des- 
cribed in some detail as an example of the 
truly beautiful products of the audio indus- 
try. each one of which performs the function 
for which it was designed as perfectly as is 
yet possible. Apart from considerations of 
audio quality, one can lake a delight and 
pride in the ownership of such tine products. 
But this high quality standard must obvi- 
ously be paid for, and the cost of the arm 
alone, just over £26. is roughly twice the 
cost of the BSR turntable and arm complete. 
One could infer either that the SME arm is 
far loo expensive, or that the low cost com- 
plete BSR unit is too cheap to be good. Each 
conclusion would be equally incorrect. Just 
as the Rolls-Royce and the Mini both per- 
form the same basic function of transporta- 
tion. they do it differently at different levels 
of cost. So in the audio world we have 
different standards of equipment, not in any 
sense really in competition with each other, 
all performing a basically similar function 
and achieving the same end result but with 
different standards of efficiency and comfort. 

The S.M.E. precision lone arm. The 
plug-in connector at the base of the arm 
is shrouded in a screening can to 

eliminate hum 

In pursuing our investigations we shall be 
using, for some experiments, an SME arm 
as described here. There are doubtless cer- 
tain other pick-ups that would perform 
equally well; our choice of the SME is 
governed solely by the fact that it is acknow- 
ledged by many eminent authorities to be 
one of the leaders in its class. The purpose 
of our investigation will be to discuss the 
relative merits between cassette, spool-to- 
spool tape and disc as sound reproduction 
media. Our conclusions are unlikely to be 
in any way dramatic, but they will, we hope, 
help to light some beacon, however small, 
to guide a path through the Hi-fi labyrinth. 
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Donald Aldous 
Technical Editor of 
'Audio!Record Review' 

came to see how we make 

the incomparable Ferrograph 

These are some* of the things he wrote: 

Acknowledged quality and reliability. Quality 
and reliability are terms that can—as time has 
shown—be not unreasonably applied to 
Ferrograph machines . . . 
... At last, I thought, I shall find the secret of 
the perennial success of these recorders leading 
to this rare reputation . . . 

Enthusiasm and high standards. . . . one soon 
appreciated that tradition and pride of work- 
manship motivated this organisation. Coupled 
with the enthusiasm of the various heads of 
departments I spoke to, and the keen efforts of 
the workers to maintain high standards, it was 
readily apparent why Ferrograph has achieved 
its notable success over the years. 

Service and stamina. Purchasers of Ferrograph 
recorders certainly buy them for keeps, as a 
glance in the Service Department showed a 
batch of early machines (2A models for 
example) returned for checking and to have 
their performance restored—where necessary— 
to its original level. Some of the cases had 
obviously received a fair bashing but the units 
all worked and would soon be restored to their 
pristine glory. 

No useless gimmicks. The special models built 
for the Services have undoubtedly influenced 
the design of the domestic recorder from this 
organisation. Dependability and no useless 
gimmicks in the designs arc characteristics that 
have emerged from this Forces" association. 

Made on the spot. Self-sufficiency—in the 
sense that they manufacture the bulk of their 
own components—is another important feature 
. . for me one of the highlights was the pro- 
duction of Ferrograph tape heads—a task not 
often undertaken by recorder manufacturers ... 

Quality control. Another contributory factor 
in the Ferrograph success story is the great 
attention paid to quality control or test pro- 
cedures—from individual checks to further 
tests on the assembled equipment. Mechanical 
and electrical lest methods are most extensive, 
with a case history sheet attached to each unit, 
providing information on frequency response, 
distortion, hum level and wow flutter figures. 
This information is filed for reference ... A 
speed micrograph ... of the instantaneous 
velocity variation of the tape transport system, 
is also prepared. Incidentally it is the RMS 
value of this variation, as checked on a wow.' 
flutter meter, which is the figure usually given 
for spec, purposes. In the Ferrograph Series 6 
sample we saw, this figure came out at 0.14% 
at 1\ ins. p.s. 

Certificate of Test. Certain Ferrograph re- 
corders (and probably all models shortly) are 
despatched with a Certificate of Test, signed by 
the Chief Inspector, which summarises the 
performance data and includes the B & K pen- 
recorded frequency response curve and the 
speed micrograph chart. A reassuring docu- 
ment for any customer to receive with his 
machine. . . . 

* Donald Aldous also had many other interesting 
observations about the Ferrograph, published in 
the September 1966 issue ol 'Audio I Record 
Review', tf you would like to receive a complete 
reprint, with Ferrograph leaflets, please send us 
your name and address. 

L9- M 

% % • 1 S 
* . > 

I Complete and post this coupon to:— 
■ The Ferrograph Company Limited. 
| 84 Blackfnars Road. London, S.H.I 
I Please send me the complete reprint, and 
I the free illustrated Ferrograph leaflets. 

"I 

Name. 

Address. 

0.O 

TM10 
m 
c.o,~; Q.C. 
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THE INCOMPARABLE TAPE RECORDER 
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V 

* 

WE SHOULD LIKE TO THANK THE 5,000 VISITORS WHO 

CALLED ON US IN ROOM 154 

AUDIO FAIR 

IS seeing really believing? The demon- 
slmtion by B.S.R. of (heir improved 

UA-70 transcription unit, pictured above, 
was so startling as to encourage disbelief. 

The unit was mounted on a camera tripod, 
lilted to an angle of 45°. and then allowed 
to run in that position. Many visitors 
asked for the lone arm to be raised so 
that by hearing the interruption of the 
programme they could prove for themselves 
that it really was that disc being reproduced 
through the speakers. Needless to say it 
was. 

On the principle that both seeing and 
hearing could lead to believing, we are 
pleased to report that in demonstrating their 
Stereola loudspeaker system the manufac- 
turers. Jordan-Walls Limited, reproduced 
pre-recorded tapes by driving it from the 
extension speaker sockets of a tape recorder 
without using a main amplifier in the chain. 
We would like to thank Mr. Leslie Walts 
for adopting this method of demonstration, 
which was at our suggestion. We wanted 
our readers to have the opportunity of 
hearing for themselves the quality that can 
be achieved from a good quality domestic 
tape recorder, provided it is coupled to full 
range speakers. 

Seeing was certainly believing in the 
Richard Allen room. when, in the middle 
of their demonstration, their Mr. Walker 
produced a very large and battered honey 
tin with a hi-fi speaker module roughly 
fixed in the fronl. This was the actual 
" lash-up" that had been described by a 
reviewer in another publication. It was 
produced with the greatest good humour, 
in spile of the fact that it had originally 
been made to underline a critical point 
regarding the design of their enclosures 
which, as a result, have since been modified. 

In reproducing their instructive micro- 
phone comparison recordings. Audio En- 
gineering Ltd. did not tell their audiences 
until the end of the demonstration that the 
sound heard had come from a pair of very 
small speaker enclosures, not the big boxes 
that stood immediately adjacent to them. 
They then added, for good measure, that 
the miniatures were no! even what they 
seemed to be. Designated " integrated 
reproducers." they combined both built-in 
amplifiers and specially designed speaker 
units. Real recording tools, these QL4 
music monitors can equally well be used for 
precision monitoring direct from tape or 
can form the basis of a domestic stereo 
installation. Because of their very compact 
size it would seem that they could be ideal 
for ticld recording work. We shall be 
closely investigating the QL4 as soon as 
production models are available when a full 
review will appear in these page*. 

Lastly, the spoken commentary for Tele- 
funken was recorded on a standard machine 
using a standard microphone in the hotel 
room shortly before the exhibition opened. 
That's really trying! 

RETROSPECT 

A TRM SPECIAL REPORT 

EVERY year each Audio Fair is des- 
cribed as bigger, better and more 

successful than the one preceding it. Will 
the 1967 Fair, whose doors at the moment 
of writing have just closed for the last 
time, be an exception? It is impossible 
for any one person to see and hear all 
that is on display at the Russell Hotel. 
When we spoke to Mr. Thorens, of the 
famous gramophone transcription com- 
pany, and asked him how the British 
Audio Fair compared with others in 
Europe he had no hesitation in asserting 
that ours was the leading exhibition of 
its kind in the Continent. 

From the observations of our staff we 
are left in no doubt that the 1967 Audio 
Fair has indeed broken records in respect 
of interest. Our only regret is the re- 
mark, too frequently passed by visitors, 
that exhibitors had " rigged" their 
demonstrations. 

Now it must be admitted that exhibiting 
at the Audio Fair is an expensive business, 
and every single demonstrator naturally 
took pains to ensure that his equipment was 
shown in the best possible light. Neverthe- 
less. we should like to refute any suggestion 
of "rigging" any demonstration. It so 
happens that TAPE Recording Magazine 
was intimately involved in the preparation 
of demonstration tapes for a number of ex- 
hibitors, and in those cases we are in a 
unique position to confirm that the demon- 
stration was as sincere as it was genuine. 
But we have not the slightest doubt that in 
other cases demonstrations were equally 
genuine. 

Let us quote a specific instance, that of 
the demonstration given by S.T.C. Firstly, 
as we remarked editorially last month, this 
firm was making a noble and valiant attempt 
to prove the worth of their microphones by 
recording live and reproducing the recorded 
sound in their demonstration room. 

Having listened to this demonstration it 
is our opinion that in endeavouring to show 
their products with such transparent honesty 
this firm may have done itself a disservice— 
the microphones they were using are, in 
our opinion, capable of producing better 
quality than was obtained under the appal- 
lingly difficult conditions of the hotel room. 

But let me tell you a story of which you. 
the reader, will not be aware. S.T.C. gave 
a special demonstration for the Press early 
one morning before the exhibition opened. 
Half-way through the demonstration a 
representative from Neumann, a competitive 
firm, accidentally walked into the room. 
Without hesitation Bob Fisher, of S.T.C.. 
asked him to stay and introduced him as " a 
representative from a firm who makes some 
of the world's finest microphones "—and he 
did this in front of some of the most influ- 
ential members of the Audio Press. 

We believe this typifies the gentlemanly 
attitude of all the members of the audio 
industry. It is for this reason that we, at 
TAPE Recording Magazine, are proud to 
play our small part, and we would like to 
publicly acknowledge the attitude of both 
Mr. Bob Fisher and S.T.C. Ltd. We quote 
them as examples of the conduct of the 
audio industry as a whole. We. too. as a 
publication, have our competitors, and it 
is our hope that we may conduct our rela- 
tions with them with something approaching 
an equal dignity. 

We mentioned this disbelief on the part 
of visitors to Mr. Hahn, of Brencll. He told 
us that, in fact, the equipment he was using 
for demonstration was not only standard 
but had been withdrawn for the Fair from 
Messrs. Largs. of Holborn. where it had 
been used on demonstration for the past 
twelve months. Exhibitors are nonplussed 
by the incredulity of their visitors. They try 
desperately, under difficult conditions, to 
sincerely show their products, and they feel 
honoured when members of the public show 
an interest in them. 

So much enthusiasm for hi-fi as was 
shown at the Russell Hotel can be over- 
whelming. But of all the enthusiasts none 
was more ardent than Herr Rammer, of 
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Grundig, who came specially from Germany 
to talk to his British customers. We were 
privileged to have two long consultations 
with Herr Kammer and we were delighted 
to find that the common interest in quality 
sound reproduction cut across all national 
barriers, just as it did when we met the 
Japanese representatives of Sony and Akai. 
The United States of America was repre- 
sented with equal enthusiasm by Mr. Buxton. 
of Fisher, who happily told us that we might 
call and see him any time—it might be in 
Japan, or Vietnam, or even Australia, but 
he assured us of our welcome. 

We in this country regard ourselves as a 
civilised community. One of the objects 
of the Audio Fair is to demonstrate just one 
single aspect of civilisation which so many 
of us lack. High fidelity sound reproduc- 
tion. whether it be by either tape or disc, 
is not only with us to stay, but is going to 
make an ever increasing impact as more and 
yet more people come to realise that this is 
one of the finest experiences that civilised 
life can offer. Although our interest may 
well lie in the field of tape recording it 
would be absurd to confine it to this single 
medium. It is nothing less than pedantic 
bigotry to argue bitterly over differences of 
method when the end result by either can 
offer a means of salvation to those enmeshed 
in the coils of twentieth century living. 

And on the creative side of our hobby 
there will always be scope for expression 
and experiment in the field of recorded 
sound. We are now offered better equip- 
ment at lower prices than ever before. It is 
our policy to encourage all aspects of 
creative recording, and to encourage the use 
of good tape recorders, good microphones 
and good tape to produce good results. 
Which, after all, is no more than the many 
exhibitors at the Russell Hotel were trying 
to do. They found themselves in much the 
same position as us—it doesn't always come 
off! 

If you still doubt the sincerity of the 
exhibitor, may we quote the example of 
Revox. Their demonstration involved the 
use of no fewer than four Revox machines, 
all of which had to operate in perfect syn- 
chronisation with each other. Switching 
was accomplished by means of their own 
" Slide-O-Matic " synchronisation unit. The 
outputs from the four machines were fed 
into four Quad Electrostatic speakers as they 
reproduced a single, multi-channel, stereo 
programme. If any machine had been out 
of synchronisation, or had exhibited any 
long-term speed variation, the resulting 
sound would have been most unpleasant. 
Mr. C. Hammond of C. E. Hammond Ltd., 
distributors, afterwards told me they had 
discovered that small variations could occur 
in the synchronising units due to temperature 
changes when the windows were opened to 
clear the atmosphere in the room. But their 
demonstration went on. before press and 
public alike. If this is not genuine sincerity, 
would some-one please tell us what is? 

Our general impression of the 1967 Audio 
Fair was at first, " the medicine as before." 
Nothing dramatically new. no sensations, in 
fact little change from last year. But this 
was no more than a superficial impression. 
If one looked more deeply it was not diffi- 
cult to reveal some very definite trends in 
equipment. 

We noted with interest that a number of 
relatively high cost amplifiers and tuners 
are now being imported into this country, 
some of which will be offered for sale in 
the immediate future for the first time. Both 
the manufacturers and their British distribu- 
tors are naturally concerned to establish at 
what level demand will exist for equipment 

at this price level. Will the British public 
really be prepared to pay up to £150, or in 
some cases even more, for a stereo ampli- 
fier? If they do, will this transistorised 
model offer as good sound quality as some 
of the traditional British valve models, 
which for many years were accepted as set- 
ting the standard? 

It has been said that there is no point in 
attempting to improve audio quality beyond 
that achieved already by some of the famous 
British names in the business. This may 
well be true, but if transistors can offer the 
convenience of substantial reductions in size 
and weight, low current consumption and 
almost total elimination of heat whilst main- 
taininn the same quality standards then 
someone, somewhere, is going to manufac- 
ture to that specification. So far as can be 
seen the foreign competition is likely to be 
at the upper end of the price bracket, but 
we have no doubt that British manufacturers 
will not lag far behind. 

In this country we are already producing 
a small, compact range of transistorised hi-fi 
equipment, mostly at a fairly central price 
level. Firms demonstrating such items at 
the Audio Fair included Armstrong, Good- 
mans. Leak and Wharfedale. The latter, 
with their System 20 range, are entering this 
field for the first time. 

Many loudspeaker manufacturers were 
showing and the trend here was an extension 
of that seen last year, the continued de- 
velopment of yet smaller enclosures offering 
even better quality sound. No loudspeaker 
manufacturer would ever suggest that tiny 
cabinets will produce the same quality as 
the larger enclosures. In fact most of them 
readily demonstrated the difference by offer- 
ing an immediate comparison between their 
largest and smallest models by comparative 
switching. This was most interesting be- 
cause it enabled us to judge precisely what 
is lost when we sacrifice size. 

We did not expect to see anything new in 
recording tape, but we noted that all the 
larger manufacturers are now producing 
tape in cassette form. One very newsworthy 
item from Agfa is an announcement of re- 
duction in prices. The actual reduction 
varies according to type and spool size, but 
typical examples are : 1.800 ft. 7 in. long 
play from £2 10s. to £2 7s.. and 3.600 ft. 
7 in. triple play from £5 15s. to £5 5s. We 
would hesitate to forecast a full-scale price 
war. but other manufacturers are probably 
watching the position. 

The 3M Company, manufacturers of 
Scotch brand tape, ran a contest in their 
room, the winner's prize being a free choice 
of any one of the seven, high quality, tape 
recorders used in their demonstration. The 
name and address of the winner will be 
announced in our next month's issue. 
Another contest was organised by Rank 
Pullin. distributors of Akai equipment. The 
prize in this case will be an Akai M8 
machine, and we hope to be able to publish 
details of this winner next month loo. 

So far as actual recording equipment was 
concerned, we found no real innovations. 
Cassette machines were present, although 
not strongly in evidence. The 1967 Fair 
has been one of consolidation, with manu- 
facturers concentrating upon improvements 
in quality and reliability. We would fore- 
cast that future developments will continue 
to be along those lines. 

In concluding these brief notes on the 
Fair we should like to congratulate both 
organisers and exhibitors alike for producing 
the finest show of its kind in Europe. All 
audio enthusiasts are grateful to you. and 
already look forward eagerly to the 1968 
Fair. 

TRM SPECIALS! 
TAPE RECORDING YEARBOOK, 1966 
edition. Sole recorder annual. 

7s. 6d. (USA 81.25) 
Lists available tape recorders, decks, mikes, 
etc., including specifications and prices: ad- 
dresses of Clubs, Manufacturers, etc. 
The Law and Your Tape Recorder by Andrew 
Phelan (Barrister). 3s. 6d. (USA SO.75) 
Interprets the law in UK for the tape recorder 
owner: what is free, forbidden, restricted. 
REPLICAS of very first issue of TAPE 
Recording Magazine (February 1957). Un- 
obtainable for years. 2s. 6d. (USA 80.65) 

TAPE 

HANDBOOKS 
FOR THE NEWCOMER as well as the 

ENTHUSIAST OF LONG-STANDING 
Advice on Buying a Tape Recorder 
by J. F. Ling. 

2s. 6d. (USA 80.65) post free. 
Chapters on preliminary considera- 
tions, tape deck, amplifier, etc. 
Introduction to the Tape Recorder 
by C. Langton. 

3s. 6d. (USA 80.75) post free. 
To help the newcomer to a working 
knowledge and maximum enjoyment. 
Sound Effects on Tape by Alan 
Edward Beeby. 

3s. 6d. (USA 80.75) post free. 
How to achieve realistic effects simply 
and economically. 
Tape and Cine by John Aldred. 

3s. (USA 80.75) post free. 
With practical advice on synchronising 
methods, etc. 
How to Record Weddings by Paul 
Addinscll. 

3s. (USA 80.70) post free. 
Illustrated. Covers preparation, mike 
positioning, equipment, etc. 
Hi-Fi for the Music Lover by Edward 
Greenfield. 

3s. (USA 80.70) post free. 
Aims at giving the music lover basic 
technical know-how. 
How to Make Money with Your Tape 
Recorder by Henry Woodman. 

3s. 6d. (USA 80.75) post free. 
How to go about getting assignments 
and turning events into hard cash. 

49. Comedy Scripts for Tape Recording by 
Peter Cagney (" Scotch "). 3s. 6d. 

50. Dramatape Guide by Woodman. 7s. 6d. 
37. Tape Recording for Pleasure by Wallace 

Sharps. 128 pages. 3s. 6d. 
38. Ribbons of Sound by Karl Barleben. A 

USA publication and guide. 8s. 6d. 
40. More Simple Radio Circuits by A. T. 

Collins, editor of Practical Wireless. 
3s. 6d. 

41. Hi-Fi and Audio by A. T. Collins. 
Useful introductory paperback. 3s. 6d. 

TAPE 

BOOKSHOP 

PRESTIGE HOUSE, 14/18, H0LB0RN 
C ^ I Cheques end Postal ordes payable to 1 prim & Press Services Ltd. 
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SERVICE BUREAU 

A glossary of 

tape 

terms—part 13 

BY HARRY MACK 

TALK-BACK. Audio link between 
sound-proofed control room and recording 
studio, allowing the producer to communi- 
cate directly with performers, or via head- 
phones. with floor managers and other 
studio staff. Two-way talk-back systems 
allow direct reply through the talk-back 
channel, by-passing the main recording 
chnnel. In mixer design a separate channel 
might be inbuilt to accomodate this facility. 

TAPE CLEANER. Small pad. usually 
felt, mounted on a pivoted arm and sprung 
into contact with the moving tape to clear 
abrasive dust, etc., from the surface before 
the tape reaches the heads. Some types of 
cleaners consist of cylinders of wadding, 
impregnated with solvent, providing both 
cleansing and lubricating action. 

TAPE GUIDE. Upright pillar, usually 
with flanges a little greater spaced than tape 
width, to maintain both vertical positioning 
and level (horizontal) positioning of tape 
along the head channel and between the 
spool flanges. Some adjustment of tape 
guide height is generally provided. The 
cylindrical surfaces of guide barrels are 
prevalent sources of wear, the resultant flat 
causing drag and possible wow and flutter 
effects. The inner angles between flanges 
and barrel can trap oxide particles where 
they build up small ramps and also impose 
considerable drag on the tape. Guides are 
usually of non-ferrous metal and plated to 
provide a smooth surface. Several machines 
employ free-rotating guides to reduce tape 
friction. Other models have guides mounted 
on pivoted arms that operate tape stops or 
brakes and present varying tension to clutch 
systems. 

TAPE LIFT. Alternative term for pause 
control, where this device removes the tape 
from head or drive surfaces. Not strictly 
accurate unless referring to this particular 
kind of mechanism. 

TAPE LUBRICATION. The lacquer 
which holds the oxide coating to the tape 
backing, known as the " binder," usually 
contains its own lubricant. This is necessary 
to keep the tape supple and provide good 
contact with head facings, to maintain high 
frequency response and to reduce the effect 
of drop-outs. 

To augment the action of the built-in 
lubricants, especially under adverse tem- 
perature and humidity conditions, pro- 
prietary tape lubricants have been deve- 
loped. Typical of these are Filmagic, 
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Klenzatape and the Bib preparations. Used 
correctly, such preparations can considerably 
lengthen the efficient life of tapes and reduce 
head wear significantly. 

TAPE MAGAZINE. See Magazine. 

TAPE POSITION INDICATOR. Editing 
and cueing aid to find a particular spot on 
a tape without marking. There are a num- 
ber of methods, varying in efficiency. The 
early, crude, method was to mark divisions 
on the upper plate of the deck, the point at 
which the edge of the spooled turn cut the 
divisions being the required cue point. An 
alternative was a similar method of mark- 
ing on the spool flange. 

A later development was a feeler arm 
that touched the edge of the spooled tape, 
its pivoted end shaped into a pointer that 
traversed a scale. 

From this we progress to the indicator 
driven by one or other of the spools, gen- 
erally via a light belt coupling. These are 
usually digital indicators, an arrangement 
of cogged wheels bearing numbers and 
rotating to give a serial reading. An alter- 
native is the clock-type indicator, driven by 
a wire coupling geared to one of the spool 
spindles. 

Both these indicators can give only an 
arbitrary indication as the revolutions of 
the take-up and feed spools depend on the 
amount of tape loaded", i.e., the spool rotates 
faster when beginning to load, and there 
are thus more revolutions per foot of tape 
spooled. Tightness of spooling will also 
affect readings. But the indications are 
near enough for most ordinary use and can 
be gauged with some accuracy if a reference 
position is used. To assist in this, modern 
tape position indicators have a zeroing but- 
ton that returns the indication rotors to zero 
when pressed. 

A more accurate cueing device is the indi- 
cator operated from the capstan which meas- 
ures linearly, in step with the tape. 

TAPE PRE-AMPLIFIER. Particular 
type of pre-amplifier. incorporating equal- 
isation circuits for replay, and possibly a 
measure of pre-emphasis for recording. 
Speed change characteristics may also be 
allowed for, and in some of the more ambi- 
tious types, mixing facilities are also avail- 
able. 

TAPE RECORD. With the growth of 
commercial recordings, this term is coming 
to indicate copyrighted recorded material on 
tape. These commercial tapes are recorded 
to strict specifications and to accepted CCIR 
or NARTB characteristics. 

TAPE STROBE. Type of stroboscope 
used to determine speed of tape. This may 
be a number of segments marked on the 
flywheel, as used by manufacturers of 
Loewe-Opta, Sony and Akai machines. An 
alternative is a free-bearing roller adjacent 
to the normal tape path, again marked with 
segments. Free-running rollers in hand- 
held bearings are marketed by Metrosound 
and by Philips especially for this purpose. 

The stroboscope is designed so that at a 
particular speed the pattern of black and 
white segment stripes appears to stand still 
when illuminated with a regular flash of 
light. The 50 Hz mains frequency is gen- 
erally employed. 

Formula for calculating number of seg- 
ments is where / is mains frequency, 
tl =■ diameter in inches of strobe or tape 
bearing spindlesuch as capstan and 77=3-142 

TEACHING AIDS. The tape recorder 
has entered the classroom to become a 
valuable aid to the teacher. In junior 
classes, its use to help children produce and 
enact their own plays, to demonstrate musi- 
cal and sound effects, to give extra life to 
lectures, is well known. A more sophisti- 
cated use is the so-called " language labora- 
tory " based on a number of specially 
arranged tape decks. 

The simplest method is the " passive." 
where the student listens, generally through 
personal headphones, to the taped lecture. 
This method is useful where the lecturer 
cannot be available, or the subject is 
highly specialised, or for home learning, 
where the student can study at his own 
speed by controlling the tape—slopping and 
replaying portions as required. 

An extension of this method is the moni- 
tor technique, where the student can listen 
and repeal, hearing his own voice in his 
headphones to judge e.g. pronunciation. 

The best method is the " comparative" 
system, where the student listens, then re- 
peats. his repeat being recorded. Both 
original and repeat are then replayed so 
that the student can analyse and criticise 
his own progress. Master tapes are pro- 
duced and marketed, with leaching mate- 
rial on one track, the repeat being made 
on another track (this being a belter method 
than the linear snace technique, which is 
both wasteful and difficult, and can allow 
erasure of master material). 

In a typical language laboratory installa- 
tion. a control console for the instructor 
may contain a microphone, master tape 
unit, record player and radio tuner, for 
producing tapes. The sources can be selec- 
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The curtain's going up 

on the greatest show 

you've ever heard! 

The new Grundig Hi-Fi 

Series. 

The Grundig Studio Series is the biggest, most varied range of Hi-Fi 
equipment ever assembled by a major manufacturer. Loudspeakers, 
amplifiers, tuners, tape recorders: every one of them marking a new ultimate 
in looks and performance. 
Already widely praised by many experts on the Continent, the Studio 
Series is now available over here. Hearing's believing—so come and judge 
this remarkable Hi-Fi range for yourself. At the Grundig Hi-Fi Studio. 
15 Orchard Street. London. (Just by Selfridges.) 
Can't make it? Then post this coupon today! 

To: Grundig (G.B.) Ltd., Hi-Fi Division, 15 Orchard St., London, W.I. 
Please send me details of the Grundig Hi-Fi Studio Series, and the name and 
address of my nearest authorised Grundig Hi-Fi distributor. 

i 
I 

I NAME  

j ADDRESS _ 

I 

- I 
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PHILIPS EL 3312 

INVESTIGATED BY R. HIRST AND D. KILLICK 

Manufacturer's Specification 
Philips EL-33I2 

Mains Voltage: 110/127 and 200/250 
volts A.C, 

Power Consumption: 15 Walts approxi- 
mately. 

Tape System: Compact Cassette (twin 
track). 

Tape Speed: IJ ips. 
Facility; Stereo and mono record and 

playback. 
Playing Time: 2 x 30 minutes with Com- 

pact Cassette C-60, or 2 x 45 minutes with 
Compact Cassette C-90. 

Frequency Response: 60 to 10.000 
Hz ± 6 dB. 

Signal/Noise; Better than —45 dB accord- 
ing to DIN standard. 

Wow and Flutter: ± 0.3 per cent 
Fast wind/rewind: 60 seconds for a Com- 

pact Cassette C-60 (per track). 
Amplifier; All transistor. 
Inputs: 2 x 100 mV. I M ohm, for 

crystal or ceramic cartridges. DIN socket. 
2 x 0.25 mV, I k ohm, for microphone/radio/ 
amplifier/etc., in combined input/output 
socket. 

Outputs: 2 x I V, I M ohm, for radio/ 
amplifier/etc., in combined DIN input/out- 
put socket. 2 x 1.8 Watts, 8 ohms, in separate 
standard DIN external speaker sockets. 

Dimensions: I2i x 84 x 3i inches 
approximately. 

Weight: 64 lbs. approximately. 
Recommended Price: 48 guineas. 

PHILIPS EL-3312 TEST CHART 

Overall Signal/Noise ' 
Response Ratio Distortion Crosstalk 

dB dB dB 

Frequency Hz   I| ips ( 
40   —6.5 
50   —6.5 —50 
60   —4.9 • 

120   —1.9 ' 
250   0 | 
500   0 

1.000   0 3.2% —49 
2,000   0 
4,000   +0.4 
6,000   +0.6 
8,000   0 

10,000   —3.0 c 
12,000   —6.0 

Wow and Flutter ... 0.26%. 

Output at external speaker sockets, 2 Watts left, 2,2 Watts right, 8 ohms. 

Notes: 
The Overall Response figures relate to record and playback. For Signal to Noise Ratio 
the lope was recorded at peak level and then the input signal was removed from the record 
amplifier. By reference to the signal level recorded and the resultant tape noise, the noise 
voltage was read off with the tape still in motion. Distortion is quoted against a 1,000 
Hz signal recorded at the correct maximum level as indicated by the manufacturers, and 
the figure is R.M.S. value. 
Wow and Flutter is also R.M.S., the lest frequency being 3,000 Hz. 
Test equipment used includes: Marconi Signal Generator, Bruel and Kjaer Frequency 
Analyser Type 2107, Gaunwnl-Kaylee Wow and Flutter Meter and Marconi Disloriion 
Factor Analyser. 

THE manufacturers, Philips Electrical 
Ltd., offer a range of machines, all 

designed around their "Compact Cas- 
sette" system and this, the EL33I2, is 
their most expensive mains model. Small 
in size, light in weight and ingenious in 
design, the equipment both records and 
plays back stereophonically—the only 
facility it lacks is that of built-in 
speakers. 

We are advised by the manufacturers 
that the omission of speakers was de- 
liberate—to take advantage of only a 
fraction of the quality that can be 
achieved with this remarkable instrument 
it would have been necessary to incor- 
porate a speakers system so large as to 
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be disproportionate. Accord:ngiy alter- 
native outputs have been provided, one 
pair for extension speakers (1.8 watts 
8 ohms claimed) and the other pair 
incorporated in a DIN record/playback 
5-pin socket at high impedance to feed 
an external amplifier. This policy is 
heartily endorsed by your reviewers. The 
inclusion of tiny, monitoring speakers 
would have been a waste of time and 
money. 

Let us firstly clarify the recording 
medium as some confusion still exists 
about cassettes. This machine cannot be 
used with conventional, 4-inch, spool-to- 
spool recording tape. It is designed 
specially for use with the Philips cassette 

system, and only those cassettes—and no 
others—can be used. The tape con- 
tained within the cassette is 4 inch wide, 
and it runs at a speed of IJ ips. The 
fact that other cassette systems might run 
at different speeds is quite immaterial. 
The only cassettes that will fit are those 
under the trade name " Compact Cas- 
sette." These are now manufactured by 
a number of firms under licence from 
Philips and may be bought either as 
virgin tape for home recording, or, under 
the name " Musicassette," as a pre- 
recorded tape record. A selection of 
Musicassettes are now regularly reviewed 
in the pages of TAPE Recording Maga- 
zine. 
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Our investigation into the machine 
itself was anticipated with eager curiosity. 
First impressions of cassette equipments 
have been of remarkable quality in view 
of the slow tape speed and the very 
narrow tracks. How would the machine 
stand up to the rigorous laboratory tests 
to which we would subject it? 

During the fifteen-odd years that your 
reviewers have each been associated with 
the tape recording industry they have 
handled a diverse selection of equipments, 
many of which have coupled ingenuity 
of design with fine performance. It has, 
however, been some long time since we 
have been so surprised—so pleasantly 
surprised. From long experience one 
does not expect high fidelity from a tape 
speed of IJ ips. No manufacturer, in- 
cluding Philips, is bold enough to 
promise high fidelity at such a slow 
speed. We therefore feel we may be 
excused—and indeed justified—for re- 
ferring to the figures tabulated within this 
review as " astounding." 

The overall signal-lo-noise ratio, and 
that includes the noise recorded on the 
tape by the instrument itself, is belter 
than 50 dB below peak recorded signal. 
Distortion at the indicated peak level 
measured 3.2 per cent and the total r.m.s. 
wow and flutter was belter than 0.26 per 
cent. However it was the frequency 
response which proved to be the most 
surprising item in the test procedure. 
Whilst one may consider that a reduction 
in output voltage of 4dB at 10 kHz is 
not spectacular, it must be remembered 
that the tape speed is only l-J ips. It 
was not so many years ago that high 
quality studio equipment claimed figures 
marginally better than this with respect 
to frequency response, distortion and 
signal-lo-noise ratio—hut this was at a 
tape speed of 71 ips. So it can be 
appreciated that the results achieved by 
this small machine really are quite out- 
standing. 

But technical results are only one side 
of the picture", ease and convenience of 
use. and indeed styling, are today re- 
garded as of equal importance. In the 
Ei-3312 we have that rare combination 
of highest functional efficiency with 
modern, attractive appearance. The piano 
key controls which operate the mode 
selection, fast wind in either direction, 
play, record, pause and stop are sensibly 
large and very positive in action. A 
seventh key is provided, labelled " Cas- 
sette." When this is depressed the hori- 
zontal cassette holder flips smartly up 
and the cassette contained within it is 
automatically partially ejected. It can 
then be completely removed by hand, 
and a new cassette inserted and pushed 
home. All that remains to be done is 
to snap the holder down into position 
and we are ready to either record or 
play back again. All these mechanical 

movements betray the sound engineering 
behind them. Sturdy springs and strong 
hinges give a feeling of positive solidity 
to every action. This is no flimsy toy. 

To prove the point we handed the 
instrument to a healthy young teenager 
and asked him to give it a bashing" 
for a few weeks. On its return the 
machine showed no signs of wear, either 
in appearance or performance, but to 
be truthful we must report that the boy 
will never be quite the same again. His 
musical tastes have been dramatically 
changed from the pops to which he had 
previously been addicted to an apprecia- 
tion of the classical music which he 
found amongst the Musicassettes we had 
handed to him! 

To the right of the line of piano keys 
are found the variable controls, neatly 
arranged across the width of the machine. 
They comprise: a single tone control 
(top cut), volume control/mains on I off. 
balance control and record level control. 
Immediately below the record level con- 
trol is a small, v.u. type, meter. This 
is calibrated by colour, green and red, 
to allow recording levels to be properly 
set. 

First user tests were of playback only, 
and for this purpose a pair of Philips 
GL559 speakers (cost ten guineas each 
plus 3s. Id. Purchase Tax surcharge) 
were connected to the extension speaker 
sockets and a Musicassette was repro- 
duced. To be more accurate, many 
Musicassettes were reproduced. Let us 
be quite honest. This was not the superb 
high fidelity that many of us might have 
heard in the demonstration rooms at the 
recent Audio Fair, but it was brilliant 
enough and startling enough to make 
casual visitors with untutored ears say, 
"How wonderful! " and more sophisti- 
cated listeners say, " How the devil do 
they do it? " This may seem to be a 
strange evaluation, and yet we have 
found that comments fall broadly into 
those two distinct classes, depending 
entirely upon the knowledge and exper- 
ience of the listener. 

When the output was fed through a 
stereo amplifier to a pair of high-class 
speakers the quality improvement was 
marked. Although the little Philips 
GL559's offer quite a pleasant sound the 
cassette is capable of a wider frequency 
range than they can adequately handle. 
Even with large speaker enclosures we 
were still not up to top high fidelity 
standards, but we were in both cases 
producing sound which we strongly feel 
will be wholly acceptable to a very large 
number of people. 

It has been rumoured that although 
cassette machines can reproduce, they are 
hopeless as recorders. So we put this 
to the test by re-recording on the EL33I2 
some high quality, 15 ips masters from a 
conventional tape recorder. That rumour 

is false, false, false. Not only was the 
quality of our cassette copies as good, 
if not better, than that to be found in 
the best Musicassettes, but we also main- 
tained an excellent stereo image. May 
we please repeat—this is not a toy—it 
is a full stereo recorder. 

Included in the price of the equipment. 
48 guineas, is a demonstration Musi- 
cassette, a stereo pair of cardioid moving 
coil microphones with clip-on bracket 
(ref. EL 1979) and concise instruction 
booklet. The introduction of cassette 
systems into the recording scene has far 
more significance than many have ap- 
preciated. We hope this review will help 
to establish their rightful place in the 
scheme of things and leave the reader 
in no doubt that the EL33I2 is a genuine 
piece of precision equipment which docs 
the job it was designed to do even better 
than its manufacturers claim, and at the 
same time brings both the tape recorder 
and good quality sound within the reach 
of millions. 

GLOSSARY CONT. 
from page 192 
led individually or mixed and fed out to a 
number of listening positions. The tutor 
can " listen in " or converse privately with 
any student in the network, or combine the 
network to lecture a group. He can slop 
or start all student tape recorders, record 
from them to his master machine and 
replay to all students, mixing material from 
the other sources available. He can. if 
necessary, record on to the student's track 
for close demonstration purposes. The stu- 
dent's machine is arranged, however, to 
prevent him from recording on the master 
track. Recording sense is generally left to 
right, international standard, with upper 
track master and lower track pupil, excep- 
tions being made where necessary by addi- 
tional switching. (See also TUTORIAL 
TAPES). 

t » • 
I EI.KVISION RECORDING. There has 

teen a rapid growth in interest in this 
subject during recent months, and a num- 
ber of articles have appeared in these pages. 
The technique is basically similar to audio 
recording, in that a magnetic tape is modu- 
lated and subsequently " read off," but 
because of the much greater (than audio) 
bandwidth of a video signal, special methods 
have to be used to prevent noise and losses. 
Some of the basic points will be described 
later: see VIDEO RECORDING. 

• ♦ * 
TELEGRAPHON. One of the very 

early recorders, using steel piano wire 
wound on a brass cplinder. turning beneath 
the field of two poles of an electro magnet 
which moves laterally on a guide rail. The 
device, by Vlademar Poulson. was shown 
in 1899. and is now on display at the 
Deutche Museum in Munich. It created 
a sensation at the Paris Exhibition of 1900. 
and in that year a historic recording of the 
voice of His Majesty Franz Joseph I of 
Austria was made. This recording is now 
in the BASF archives. 

Note: We have broken the strict alpha- 
betic sequence of this series to enable a 
detailed entry under "TAPE TRANSPORT" 
to be included in full next month. 
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YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

LONDON 

e Clecttonicd 

THE TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI AUDIO SPECIALISTS 
400, EDGWARE RD., LONDON. W.J (PAD 5S2I) 
London's leading Stockists of High-Fldelity 
and Audio Equipment. Many bargains in 

new and reconditioned equipment. 
SEND FOR FREE LISTS OF RECORDING 
TAPES, RECORDERS, AMPLIFIERS, ETC. 

APPOINTED B, & O. AGENTS. 

* TAPE RECORDER HIRE 

* TAPE TO DISC 78 & LP 

^ RECORDING STUDIO 
* TAPE RECORDER 

REPAIRS 

* SALES—EXCHANGES 

MAGNEGRAPH 

Hanway Place, London, 
Tel.: LANgham 2156 

W.l, 

Masseys o. 

Centre 

Sound 

Wmc London's Hi-Fi Tap* Recorder Specialise 
—Demonstration Room with Comparator 

APPOINTED FERROGRAPH DEALER 
AT 

CHISWICK, W.4 
Accessories, All Kinds—Servicing—Pre-Recorded 

Tapes Mono/Stereo 
121-123 High Road—10 a.m.—7 p.m. 

A TEL; CHI 2082 ► 
(not closed for lunch) 

TAPE RKORDIR HI-FI (ENIRE 
(SHEEN) LTD. 

— The Centre lor — 
FRIENDLY HELP—SALES—SERVICE 

DEMONSTRATIONS ANY TIME—ALL PRE- 
RECORDED TAPES—STEREO—MONO 

LANGUAGES—DANCE—JAZZ—SHOWS 
CLASSICS, etc.—2 and 4 TRACK—STOCKISTS 

OF ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF RECORDERS 
AND HI-FI—Add round to your movies with 

Synchrodek—WE ARE STOCKISTS OF 
SYNCHRODEK 

TERMS—EXCHANGES, ETC. 
3/4 STATION PARADE, SHEEN LANE. 

SHceN, LONDON, S.W.I4 
(Opposite Mortlake Station, S.R.) 

Showroom: PROspect 0985 
9 a.m.—6 p.m.; Fridays 9 a.m.—8 p.m. 

REVIEWS OF LATEST RELEASES 

MUSIC ON TAPE 

MOUSSORGSKY/RAVEL. Pictures at an 
Exhibition. STRAVINSKY. Firebird 
Suite, The Cleveland Orchestra, con- 
ducted by George Szell. Epic EC 841, 
1-track stereo. 7{ ips. 7Ss. 

Here is a recording to delight the most 
fanatic hi-fi enthusiast. The Pictures at an 
Exhibition is a descriptive work, expressing 
musically the composer's thoughts as he 
walked around a picture gallery. It com- 
prises a number of episodes, many of which 
are linked by a promenade theme. So we 
hear an image of the composer strolling 
from picture to picture, and we hear his 
innermost thoughts as he contemplates the 
canvases. The very first picture. Gnomus. 
portrays a grotesque, twisted figure, and this 
is delightfully conveyed by the music. There 
is in this section a repetitive, percussive note 
of such depth and violence as 1 have rarely 
heard reproduced mechanically before. 

Originally written as a suite of piano 
pieces, the version we now hear is the 
popular Ravel orchestration. It has been 
pointed out to me, by the way, that in a 
recent review I mentioned that Ravel died 
as recently as 1957. This was, of course, 
a mis-print for nineteen ihirly-seven. Sorry 
about that. 

Taking special care to get the dates right 
this time, Moussorgsky wrote his suite in 
1874 but it was not until 1920 that Ravel 
orchestrated it. The first performance of 
ihe new version was in Paris in 1922, since 
when it has been a very popular item in Ihe 
concert repertoire. 

To complement the Pictures at an Exhibi- 
tion wc have the 1919 version of the Fire- 
bird suite by Stravinsky. This is a happy 
choice as a contrast, both in mode and 
composition. Linked by what is probably 
an equal popularity, the score, dated 1910. 
was revised by Stravinsky in 1919 and is 
therefore contemporary with Ravel's orches- 
tration of the Moussorgsky. 

Commissioned by Serge Diaghilev in 1909 
when Stravinsky was 25 years old, the 
premiere of the ballet took place in 1910 at 
the Paris Opera. So successful was the 
music that it was soon being received as 
enthusiastically in the concert hall as it had 
been by the audiences at the ballet. 

The music of the items in this album is 
neither heavy nor profound; we are offered 
in this excellent recording two popular con- 
cert items that have delighted audiences for 
some forty years. And as such it is a tape 
that can be strongly recommended. 

STOCKHAUSEN. Gesang der Jiinglinge 
(Song of the Youths), Kontakte Part I, 
Konlakte Part II. Ampex DGC88II. 
Four-track stereo, H ips. 75s. 

This album is of great interest because 
it is devoted to electronic music by that 
master of the medium. Karlheinz Stock- 
hausen. In common with ail " music " of 
this kind it poses a vast problem for the re- 
viewer. 

Firstly, we must ask ourselves whether 
electronic music is to be taken seriously or 
not. If any readers should be in doubt on 
this point, let me at once make it clear that 
it is certainly taken seriously by those who 
compose it—and by some who hear it. 

In the present case I find I am not assisted 
in my sincere endeavours to interpret the 
composer's intention, because Ihe notes on 
the back of the box assume my ability to 
distinguish between " sounds," " sound- 
noises " and ' noises." To me, this is no 
more than double talk, and as such does a 
disservice to Ihe proper understanding of 
electronic music. " Noise " I have always 
understood to mean " unwanted sound." As 
such, noise has no place at all in any com- 
position. The original scoring for the works 
in this album directed that they should be 
reproduced spatially; Song of ihe Youlhs 
calls for five groups of loudspeakers to be 
set up surrounding the audience. The present, 
two-track, stereo recording has been made 
from Ihe original, five-track version. 

One of the great features of Song of ihe 
Youths is that Ihe work is the first to use 
the direction of sounds, and their movements 
in space, as aspects of form. Unfortunately 
this spatial quality is of necessity almost 
completely lost in the two-channel stereo 
version. Similarly. Koninkte was composed 
for four groups of loudspeakers, and again 
this has had to be reduced to a conven- 
iional stereophonic pair. 

Of the two works. Song of the Youths 
was to my ear ihe more meaningful and the 
more pleasant from a listening point of 
view. It combines sung sounds and elec- 
tronically produced ones, and at certain 
points in the composition the sung sounds 
become comprehensible words, whereas at 
others they retain only pure sound values. 
Where the speech emerges from Ihe sound 
symbols of Ihe music it is to praise God. 

Knnlakle is full of completely different 
feeling. Perhaps I have not yet had the 
opportunity to hear it sufficiently frequently 
to form a proper opinion. The notes refer 
to " new, previously unknown, sound 
events." Anything new requires time for 
assimilation. At this moment I regard Kon- 
lakie with cautious curiosity. 

All interested in electronic music should 
at least hear this album. If any should be 
disappointed, then I can only say that appre- 
ciation of this kind of music is highly per- 
sonal and individual. For me the sounds 
produced are opening an exciting new pros- 
pect into a new form. 
PIPE ORGAN FAVOURITES. Eddie 

Dunstedter. Capitol ST2068. Four- 
track stereo, H ips. 75s. 

We are told in the notes that this album 
will reveal to us the rich beauty and tradi- 
tion of the majestic theatre organ, thrillingly 
captured by a man who is himself one of 
the masters of that tradition. Personally, 
I have never liked or appreciated Ihe theatre 
organ as a musical instrument—in fact one 
could question whether it could legitimately 
be described as a musical instrument at all. 
So I prepared to listen to this recording with 
resigned indifference. 

It required less than 60 seconds to make 
me sit up, very wide awake, and start to 
take a real interest in what was going on. 
Whilst not departing from my objection to 
theatre organs as a breed, it at once became 
obvious that this album offers something 
outstanding, and the expression " rich 
beauty " is not the gross exaggeration I had 
first imagined. 
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Now I am aware of the fact that a great 
many people arc ardent fans of the theatre 
organ. I would say, for them at least, this 
album is a must. The organ in question is 
the 24-rank theatre organ at the Lorin 
Whitney Studio, Glendale, California, and 
the items performed are: Charade, But 
Beautiful. Park Avenue Fantasy, I Don't 
Know Why, Sweet and Lovely. I Left My 
Heart in San Francisco, Whispering and 
Yesterdays. Whether those who, like my- 
self. are indifferent to the " glories " of the 
theatre organ could be persuaded to spend 
75s. on this recording is possibly doubtful, 
but if they do acquire it they will be assured 
of a new and dramatic musical experience. 

BRITTEN. Matinees Musicales and Soirees 
Musicales. RESPIGHI Rossiniana, 
Westminster. Four-track stereo, ips. 
75s. 

There are several connecting links in the 
programme offered on this recording. 
Firstly, all three items owe their original in- 
spiration to Rossini. Secondly, all three have 
a close affinity to the ballet. 

The towering imminence of Benjamin 
Britten in the international musical world 
is generally acknowledged at home and 
abroad. He has done much to secure a 
lasting reputation for contemporary com- 
position. Soirees Musicales owes its origin 
to a commission for film music in the late 
thirties. Rescored for ballet a little later, 
it was quickly adopted into the standard 
repertoire of Ballet Rambert. Many of the 
melodic themes of the five movements will 
be only loo familiar to the listener. In this 
album they may be enjoyed to the full, 
because both the performance and the 
recording can only be described as " ex- 
quisite." 

The absence of background noise, the 
precision of instrumental balance and the 
thrilling sense of presence that pervades the 
whole tape embraces all that is best in 
mechanically recorded sound, whether it be 
on tape or disc. 

Matinees Musicales was composed rather 
later in 1941. The orchestration is described 
as light and deft with some good-natured 
and humorous touches and with splashes of 
modern harmonies. This is an excellent 
description of the work. Obviously it de- 

mands the very highest standard of record- 
ing, which is precisely what Westminster 
give us. 

Side 2 is devoted entirely to Rossiniana. 
Divided into four parts it is based on pieces 
derived from the many miniature pieces 
composed by Rossini during the voluntary 
retirement of the last twenty years of his 
life. The third movement. Intermezzo, is 
delicately scored for strings, flute, two 
clarinets, glockenspiel, triangle, timpani, 
celesta and harp. As with the other items, 
the demands made upon the recording en- 
gineers are exacting; they have risen to the 
occasion manfully. 

Although not to be regarded as a light 
classical album, this tape would be particu- 
larly appreciated by those who feel the wish 
to explore the world of classical compo- 
sition a little more deeply than at the most 
popular level. 

OPERA BALLETS. Gounod, Verdi, Pon- 
chielli and Tschaikowsky. R.S.O., 
Berlin, conducted by Serene Fricsay. 
Ampex €6211, four-track stereo, 7! ips. 
75s. 

Opera and ballet, two quite separate art 
forms, merge delightfully together in the 
numerous ballets which have been written 
into operatic scores. Many of these, such 
as the ballet music from Gounod's Faust, 
The Dance of the Hours from Ponchielli's 
La Gioconda and the Waltz and Polonaise 
from Tschaikowsky's Eugene Onegin have 
become increasingly popular as items in the 
lighter concert repertoire. 

All these favourites are included in this 
album, together with less well known sets of 
dances from Verdi operas. Othello, and 
Aida. This month's reviews tend to be 
repetitive in their approval of the albums 
offered. In common with all the others, the 
recording standards revealed in this Ampex 
album are of the very highest order, com- 
parable to the very best I have heard. In 
all honesty one can only thoroughly recom- 
mend this collection as exceptional value 
for money; as so many more are in the same 
category the choice becomes bewildering. 
But the choice ultimately rests with you, 
the customer. With the current high stan- 
dard of tape records you will not be dis- 
appointed. 

4J REVIEWS 

J. S. BACH. Suites Nos. 3 and 4 in D major. 
R.S.O. Berlin Orchestra conducted by 
Lorin Maazel. Philips CPC0007, 4Ss. 

If anyone believes that the music of Bach 
is stuffy and uninteresting then they should 
hear the performances of these two suites. 
The well known Air from the Third Suite is 
so familiar as to be instantly recognised by 
most people, but apart from familiarity the 
music of these items has so much more to 
offer the listener. 

Scored for brass, wind, strings and harp- 
sichord these Suites offer a musical experi- 
ence that can only be appreciated by all 
who hear them. Recorded quality is excel- 
lent—it demands the best quality speaker 
equipment for adequate reproduciion. Con- 
gratulations to Philips for issuing these 
works in Musicassette form. Thoroughly 
recommended for all listeners. 

GERARD SOGZAY SINGS OPERATIC 
ARIAS. Philips CPC0006. 45s. 

Like so many operatic albums, this Musi- 
cassette is nothing less than a lour de force. 
Offering no fewer than 19 items, Gerard 
Souzay spans 300 years of operatic compo- 
sition. There is just not space to list all the 
items by name, but to quote the composers 
will indicate the breadth of his programme. 
They include Monteverdi, Handel, Cluck. 
Mozart, Bizet. Massenet, Meyerbeer, A m- 
broise Thomas and Gounod. 

The collection is said to have been de- 
signed to show off the vocalist's accomp- 
lishments—this end it achieves without 
doubt. 

Recorded quality is wholly up to standard, 
and the arias, some familiar others little 
heard today, form a collection that would 
grace any music library. A must for opera 
lovers. 

YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

LONDON 

TAPE 
RECORDER 
CENTRE WIMBLEDON'S 

ALL LEADING MAKES IN STOCK 
Ptrrograph - Telcfunken - Locwe Opto - Saba - Wyndsor 
Philips - Crundig - Feiguson - Brenell - Truvox - etc. 
P.e-fUcorded Topes: Mono & Stereo - Micophones - Acctsso-ies. 

9 BARGAIN OF THE MONTH 
FI-CORD 202A "}Q 

ONLY 3' GNS. 

TEL-LEE-RADIO 
220 THE BROADWAY, 

Wimbledon. S.W.I9. LIBcrty 4946 

RAPID 

RECORDING 

SERVICE 
78s and LPs FROM YOUR OWN TAPES 

48 HOUR SERVICE 
MASTER DISCS AND PRESSINGS 

RECORDING STUDIO 
DEMONSTRATION DISCS 

MOBILE RECORDINGS—ANY DISTANCE 
Brochure on retjuest from 

Rapid Recording Service 
21, BISHOPS CLOSE, LONDON, E.I7 

THE SOUTH 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Tape Recorder Specialists 

APPROVED AGENTS FORl— 
PHILIPS - GRUNDIG - FERROCRAPH 

VORTEXION. ETC 
• ALL MAKES Of TAPE RECORDERS SUPPLIED 
• ACCESSORIES AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT 
• PARI EXCHANGES AND SECOND-HAND 

MACHINES 
• PROMPT AND SKILLED SERVICING 

RECORDING MACHINES LTD. 
79 Queensway, Southampton 

Telephone: 27092 

THE SOUTH WEST 

TOM MOLLAND LTD. 
Invite you to visit their 

well-equipped 
Demonstration Theatre and 

compare all the leading makes of 
Hi-Fi and Tape Equipment at 

102 CORNWALL ST., PLYMOUTH 
Telephone 69282/3 

Jmmediatejleliver£jo^LL^reas_ 
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YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

THE NORTH 

CHESHIRE 

fcHflRLESmORTHS^ 
OF. CREWE LTD. J 

Tape Recorder 

and Hi-Fi Specialists 

Hca-J Office: 14 Highcown, Crewe. Tel. 332/ 
Hi-Fi CENTRE: 28 HIGHTOWN, CREWE. 

Technical Oivision: 19 Ludlord Sc.. Crewe. 

TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE (Halifax) 

stock all the best tape re- 
corders and hi-fi equipment. 
Agents for Revox, Tandberg, 
Ferrograph, etc. Demonstra- 
tions by expert staff. Two years' 
free service on recorders over 

£35. 

30 King Cross St., Halifax. Phone 66832 

-THEATRE ORGAN 

DISCS and TAPES- 
ORGAN OF THE MONTH CLUB 
brings out regular releases of 
famous Theatre Pipe Organs and 
organists, our aim is to present a 
record of every known make of 
Theatre Organ. 

Full details from: 
CONCERT RECORDING 

P.O. BOX 2 
ROTHWELL, KETTERING, NORTHANTS 

NG S 5Q. 
YORK 

AN EVENING AT THE PALM COURT. 
Reginald Leopold and (he Palm Cour( 
Orchestra. H.M.V. TC-CSD1621. 40s. 

One of the first shocking things said to 
me by my son was when he accused me of 
being " square " because I liked to listen to 
the broadcasts of the Palm Court Orchestra. 
He must have been about II or 12 years of 
age at the lime. With advancing years my 
squareness shows no rounding at the 
corners. 

Typical of all Palm Court programmes, 
the items comprise. Roses from the South, 
The Arcadians' Overture, Caprinella, Hey, 
for the town's factotum. At the dance. 
Adoration. Cinka Panna, Taharinage, If my 
songs were only winged, Summer breezes, 
Go lovely rose and Old Chelsea. 

Traditionally, the items arc introduced by 
the well known Palm Court signature tune, 
and this also rounds off the collection at 
the end of the album. Strangely, I thought 
recorded quality slightly less good on the 
signature tune than the content itself. How- 
ever the character and blend of the well 
known Palm Court sound is reproduced 
magnificently in this album. Recommended 
for " squares "I 

A MAGIC HOUR WITH SEMPRINI. (o- 
gcthcr with the New Abbey Light Sym- 
phonv Orchestra. H.M.V. TC-CSI) 
1332. 40s. 

Typical popular music, well recorded and 
evocative of those many hours spent listen- 
ing to Semprini broadcasts on the radio. 

The programme includes La Mer, Sym- 
phony, Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso. 
Misty Monlmarlre, Chopin from " Car na- 
val." My Devotion, Rooftop Rhapsody. Lie- 
heslraum. Viva Navarra, Tristresse, To the 
Spring and A van! De Mourir. 

Now the Semprini piano is likely to offer 
another severe test for the 1| ips speed of 
the Musicassette system. It came through 
with flying colours. I have commented pre- 
viously on speed instability which I found 
to be obtrusive. In the present case I was 
almost wholly satisfied with the piano quality 
heard. 

A good selection of well-known items that 
may be bought with confidence. 

THE SOUL OK SOUNDS ORCHESTRAL. 
featuring the " piano magic of Johnnv 
Pearson." Pyc CYPI53. 40s. 

Sounds Orchestral offers a sound that is 
by no means new to listeners, both in this 
country and in most of the world. Their 
interpretation of Cast your fate to the wind 
will long be remembered as a successful hit. 

The collection under the title. The soul of 
Sounds Orchestral, includes — Baubles, 
bangles and beads. Blue bolero. Many 
moons ago. Bugsy, Romance in the North 
Sea, Starglow, A walk in the Black Forest. 
Moon glow. Letter edged in black, Canadian 
sunset, Summer love and It might as well 
be Spring. 

To all these items the group brings its 
own individualistic treatment and blend of 
sound. Perhaps not everyone's ideal, it must 
be admitted that the effectiveness of Sounds 
Orchestral is as pleasant as it is commercial, 
although in a collection it may tire the un- 
sympathetic listener. 

NANCY IN LONDON. Nancy Sinatra. 
Reprise CRP3S4. 40s. 

Unlike most Musicassettes. the printed in- 
sert within the plastic container gives no 
programme notes at all. Perhaps the pub- 

lishers feel that none are necessary. When 
the name is Nancy Sinatra perhaps they are 
right. 

Nancy sings, On Broadway. The end. Step 
aside, I can't grow peaches on a cherry nee. 
This little bird, Shades, Wishin' and Ho pin'. 
Summer wine, The more I see you, Hutchi- 
son Jail and Friday's child. 

Here we have a selection of Nancy's art 
diverse enough to satisfy her most ardent 
fans. 

Throughout the album one is wholly con- 
scious all the time that one is listening to 
Nancy Sinatra in person—it is she and she 
alone, and no one else. This, surely, is a 
tribute to recorded quality, which as usual 
is excellent, and to the choice of programme 
material. 

EXOTICA. Manuel and the Music of the 
Mountains. Columbia TC-SCXI770. 
40s. 

The sound of Manuel and his Music of 
the Mountains is described as a " distinctive 
blend of lyrical romanticism and exotic Latin 
American rhythms." Who am I to argue 
with talk like that? 

The Manuel recipe is undoubtedly suc- 
cessful. By blending strings with a wide 
variety of Latin percussion instruments. 
Manuel creates and sustains a mood that can 
be soothing one moment and exciting the 
next. As the cassette note says, it is no 
mean achievement in these days of stereo- 
typed pop singers and beat groups for a 
musician to create and maintain a style that 
can be claimed to be his own. 

The items in the album arc Tiko Tiko. La 
vie en rose. Sahara. The dancers of Delphi. 
Two strangers met, Blood and sand, Exotica. 
Autumn leaves, Life goes on, Cherry pink 
and apple blossom while. Dusk and Forget 
Domani. Here, surely, is scope for an ex- 
hibition of talent, and it is for the listener 
to form his own opinion as to whether the 
claims made for Manuel are substantiated. 
Personally 1 feel they are. although perhaps 
to my rather jaundiced ear both the excite- 
ment and the soothing lend to be rather 
less obvious than the publishers wish. 

LOVE FOR SALE. Eartha Kit. Columbia 
TC-SCX3563. 40s. 

This is hardly an unbiased criticism since 
I am a devoted admirer of Eartha Kit. 
Nevertheless, had quality been lacking in 
this Musicassette I should certainly have 
been loud in my wrath and fury. As it is I 
can assure you that both the sound and per- 
sonality of the vocalist were projected with 
uncanny fidelity to my complete satisfaction. 

The items offered arc: / wish you love. 
Autumn Leaves, The Girl from Ipanema, 
Darling, Je vous aime beaucoup. Too close 
for comfort. Guess who I saw to-day?, C'esl 
Magnifique, Love for sale. My Man. Moon 
river. The last lime I saw Paris and Love. 

What can one say about Eartha Kit? In 
my opinion she is the perfect example of 
contradictory feminity; in the choice of 
items her contradictions tumble effortlessly 
one after the other. 

Her rendering of Guess who I saw to-day? 
is more of an epic drama than the mere 
rendering of a song. Her interpretation is 
magnificent. And then, in Love for sale. 
she offers a different, contrasting and yet 
eternal side of the feminine character. 

If I knew how to write a rave review I 
would attach it to this Musicassette. In 
both performance and recording it is one of 
the finest I have heard. 

CUSSINS & 

LIGHT LTD. 
YORK'S LEADING RADIO 
TV & ELECTRICAL STORE 
Vi.it our First Floor 
TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE 
LARGEST RANGE 
OF RECORDERS 
& ACCESSORIES 
IN THE NORTH 

TEL. 
55666 
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Revolutionary New Method of 

'Speed-Learning' Languages 

e 
0 

St ,i,t 

V 

"Hi'i" ■ VI5APHDNE 

French 
German 

Spanish 
Italian 

Complete in box - one musicassetle p/us 
104 page illustrated text book plus 66 page 
vocabulary booklet. 

...Today's Greatest Artistes 

are on Musicassettes 

BERLIOZ 
SYMPHONIE 
FANTASTIQUE lliMMI* tlMfHOM CMNUIIU 
COLINiUAVIS 

II'lYE 

ALPERT 
iX" CRASS 

HERAAl 
TIJUANA 
"GOING PLACES 

LB 

Frank -1 

Sinatra 

Strangers 
InThe Night 

iW 

/ •r 

PHILIPS 

?«CORO» 

reprise 

IMHEWATS | CHESS 

CLASSICAL 
I Musici 
London Symphony Orchestra 
Pierre Monteux 
Colin Davis 
Lorin Maazel 
Gerard Souzay 

FOLK 
Joan Baez 
Julie Felix 
Peter, Paul & Mary 
Donovan 

Watch for the first release of 
CBS Musicassettes 

Philips Group Records 
Stanhope House, Stanhope Place 
London W2 

PHILIPS 

POPULAR 
Walker Brothers 
Dusty Springfield 
Spencer Davis Group 
Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, 
Mick & Tich 
Manfred Mann 
Petula Clark 
The Kinks 
Herb Alpert 
Frank Sinatra 
Dean Martin 
Bing Crosby 
Harry Secombe 

JAZZ 
Erroll Garner 
Woody Herman 
Modern Jazz Quartet 
Cleo Laine/John Dankworth 
Gerry Mulligan 
Oscar Peterson 
Count Basie 
Duke Ellington 
The Ramsey Lewis Trio 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

CROWN 

RECORDERS 

NOW AVAILABLE 

THE new 800 series solid state tape 
recorders from Crown International of 

Elkhart, Indiana, are now available in the 
United Kingdom from Carston Electronics. 

Of rugged construction, these recorders 
are available as full, half or quarter-track 
models for mono or stereo operation and 
have been designed around modular con- 
struction to enable the playback panel to 
be offered as a separate, self-contained, unit 
for building into individual systems. 

1 

. » ."i' 

■ 

I 

Three speeds, 15, and 3i ips are 
standard, but other speeds can be supplied 
to order. Typical performance figures arc 
15 ips for a two-channel half-track recorder 
which is quoted as ± 2 dB from 50 to 30,000 
Hertz, wow and flutter better than 0.06 per 
cent and signal-to-noise ratio better than 
60 dB. 

Prices for the 800 series range from £789 
for the CXS22 half-track model to £1,237 
for the 8-track, four-channel model. 

Carston Electronics Limited, 71, Oakley 
Road, Chinnor, Oxfordshire. 

ANOTHER 

B.R.C. MACHINE 

BRITISH Radio Corporation announce a 
new Ferguson tape recorder, model 3224. 

At the recommended retail price of 
25 guineas this machine is a twin-track single 
speed tape recorder in a metal cabinet 
covered with grey PVC. The grille and trim 
are satin silver finished. 

Features include piano key operation, 
pause control, tape inching control, tape 
position indicator and tone control. A 
7-inch x 35-inch elliptical loudspeaker is 
fitted and the audio output is claimed as 
3 watts (speech and music). 

200 

GOODMANS 

NEW 

TUNING UNIT 

TO complement their transistorised amp- 
lifier introduced for the first time last 

year, the xVIaxamp 30, Goodmans now 
announce their AM/FM stereophonic high 
fidelity self powered tuner, the Stercomax. 

Claimed frequency response is 60 to 
10,000 Hertz at output socket, wow and 
flutter belter than 0.2 per cent RMS and 
signal-to-noise ratio 40 dB unweighted. 

Maximum reel size is 5i inches and the 
equipment is supplied complete with take-up 
spool, connecting leads, microphone, etc. 

Ferguson Radio Corporation Limited, 
Thorn House, Upper St. Marlins Lane. 
London. W.C.2. 

QUALITY 

MICROPHONE 

AT LOW COST 

A COMPLETELY new dynamic cardioid 
microphone from the London Micro- 

phone Company is now announced at prices 
ranging from £4 14s. 6d. to £5 9s. 6d., 
depending upon impedance. 

The production aim behind this micro- 
phone was to keep the price low without 
sacrificing quality. Frequency range is 
quoted as from 50 to 15,000 Hertz, plus or 
minus 4 dB related to the published curve: 
discrimination is quoted as 18 to 20 dB at 
1,000 Hertz. 

Following the same size and styling as 
the Maxamp, the Stercomax is designed to 
be used in conjunction with it or another 
high quality amplifier. Special features 
include the virtual availability of three chan- 
nels and separate tuning enables switching 
to other wave bands without disturbing the 
selected station. A tuning meter, manual 
precision tuning, and AFC push button 
control are provided. 

The price of Stercomax, complete with 
stereo decoder, is £60 plus £11 18s. 3d. 
purchase tax including surcharge. 

Goodman Industries, Axiom Works, 
Lancelot Road, Wembley. Middlesex. 

LATEST 

The microphone is available as LM200 at 
500 ohms impedance price £4 14s. 6d., type 
LM200 50-60 ohms impedance price 
£4 I7s. 6d., type LM200 high impedance 
(actually dual impedance of 200 ohms and 
50 kilohms) price £5 9s. 6d. All prices 
include slide-in wire table stand. A wide 
range of accessories, including wind-shield, 
are available. 

London Microphone Co. Ltd., Eardley 
House, 18214, Campden Hill Road, 
Kensington, London, W.8. 

ARMSTRONG 

HI-FI SERIES 

SEEN for the first time at the 1967 Audio 
Fair was the Armstrong series 400 tran- 

sistorised range of tuners, amplifiers and 
tuner amplifiers. 

The whole series has been designed for 
either shelf mounting or easy cabinet fitting. 
Power outputs are of the order of 15 watts 
RMS per channel and FM and AM sensi- 
tivity and performance are claimed to be 
improved. Inputs are provided for magnetic 
pick-ups, ceramic pick-ups, tape playback 
and radio. Facilities include rumble filter. 
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two treble filters, loudness control, tape 
monitor switching, headphone listening and 
inter-station quieting on FM. 

The recommended retail prices for the 
series 400 are 421 stereo amplifier £42 15s., 
423 AM-FM tuner ££37 15s., 424 FM tuner 
£29 10s., 425 FM stereo tuner-amplifier £71, 
426 AM-FM stereo tuner-amplifier £78, M4 
stereo radio decoder £9 10s. All prices are 
inclusive of purchase tax. 

Armstrong Audio Limited, Wurhers 
Road, London, N.7. 

AUDIOPLAN 

BY PHILIPS 

AS part of the Philips Audioplan a new 
high quality loudspeaker is announced. 

Designated GL564, it is of small size, 
I7i x 9J x 77 inches and yet has a claimed 
frequency response of from 60 to 20.000 
Hertz, power handling capacity of 15 watts 
at 8 ohms impedance. 

liS 

CHARGING 

NICKEL-CADMIUM CELLS 

NOW MADE EASY 

A CHARGER for energising Nickel- 
Cadmium cells and batteries could be a 

useful accessory for all who use battery 
portable equipment. Equipment incorporat- 
ing Nickel-Cadmium cells often also in- 
cludes a built-in charger, but this is unlikely 
to provide a sufficiently wide range of out- 
puts to cater for a number of different types 
of cells. 

To overcome this problem Cadmium 
Nickel Batteries Limited have introduced 
Voltabloc C.C. constant-current charger, a 
compact and portable unit capable of 
charging up to 20 cells in series simultane- 
ously. 

0 

Three fully transistorised models are 
available with respective output ranges of 
10 to 20 mA. 10 to 750 mA, and 100 to 
1,000 mA. Each can be connected to an 
input of 90 to 130 volts, or 200 to 250 volts. 
50/60 Hz. Output is said to be constant, 
irrespective of input or load variations. A 
warning light illuminates if cells are wrongly 
connected to the charger or if there is a 
short circuit. Costing £28 5s. 6d. the equip- 
ment will be on show on stand 284 at the 
Radio and Electronic Components Show. 
Olympia. London, from May 23 to 26. 

Cadmium Nickel Batteries Limited. 
Spedant Works. Park Royal Road, London, 
N.W.IO. 

The enclosure contains a 7-inch low 
frequency pump employing a rigid light- 
weight expanded polystyrene cone and a 
4-inch dual cone high frequency reproducer. 
The crossover frequency is 550 cycles. 

Attractively styled to match other Philips 
Audioplan units, the retail price is 191 
guineas plus 10 per cent surcharge. 

Philips Electrical Limited, Century House, 
Shaflesburv Avenue, London, W.C.2. 

Q i" 9 c j 

circuit on the incoming signal can be 
switched out to present an absolutely flat 
response for comparative purposes. A mode 
selector is provided for reverse stereo, left, 
right, and left and right combined. Silicon 
transistors are used throughout and the 
rated output is 30 watts with a distortion 
figure quoted as less than 0.1 per cent. In 
modern styling, with an oil stained wooden 
case as an optional accessory, the recom- 
mended retail price is 99 guineas. 

'C ♦j s y.a c 
-r T ft 

A COMPLETE RANGE 

OF NEW HI-FI 

UNITS FROM SONY 

SONY are now marketing in this country 
a range of Hi-fi equipment under the 

trade label of " Ultimate Precision."' 
Stereo amplifier type TA1080 offers a 

complete range of facilities for the 
enthusiast. Independent lone controls for 
both left- and right-hand channels arc 
featured, and instantaneous switching is 
provided between three inputs which can 
be independently chosen for comparative 
purposes. Most important for the recording 
specialist, the effects of the tone control 

A more advanced amplifier is the type 
TA1I20. With a higher rated output of 
50 watts, the distortion figure is said to 
remain less than 0.1 per cent. Independent 
scratch and rumble fillers are provided, and 
the switching and lone control features are 
similar to those in the TAI080. Priced at 
136 guineas the wooden case is again offered 
as an optional accessory. 

Also in the range is the Sony turntable, 
TS3000. With claimed wow and flutter 
figures of less than 0.05 per cent, the servo- 
controlled, lowspeed, DC motor is said to 
offer vibralionless and low noise operation. 
The diecast turntable weighing 3 lb. 5 oz. 
has a neon illuminated strobe disc and 
electronic selection of the two speeds, 33t 
and 45 rpm, with micro adjustment. 
Recommended retail price is 65 guineas. 
Sony precision tone arms. PUA237 and 
PUA286 are also available. The former has 
a pivot-to-stylus radius of 9 I l/32nds inches, 
and the latter MJ inches. Incorporating 
gimbal mounting, bias compensation, lateral 
balancing device, cueing device and 
hydraulic lowering mechanism with match- 
ing arm rest, the prices are 39 guineas for 
the PUA237 and 44 guineas for the PUA286. 
Recommended cartridge is the Sony stereo 
cartridge VCE8E. This is a high compliance 
moving coil magnetic cartridge fitted with 
an eliptical diamond stylus. Clean frequency 
response is claimed from 10 to 25,000 Hertz. 
The recommended tracking weight is half 
to 2 grammes and the recommended retail 
price 27 guineas. 

Sony UK Sales Division, Mercia Road, 
Gloucester. 

•TRM BINDER 

Tape Recording Magazine 
Binder in two-tone green, 
gold stamped on sturdy 
spine. Insert your copies 
of TRM month by month 
as they are received to 
form a smart, complete 
and tidy volume. 

14/6 
Post Free 

16/3 
Outside UK 

PRINT & PRESS SERVICES LTD. 
Prestige House, 14-18 Holborn, 

London, EC1 
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1 The Berean (NON-DENOMINATIONAL) 

| Forward Movement 
= Loan of over 1,000 reliable expositions of the Bible avail- = 

able on tape (3J ips) for cost of postage only. For Bible = 
Study groups or private meditation. Supporting literature 5 
also available. Details from : P. C. Scfton, 22, Piley Road. = 
Reading. Berks. E 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllimillllllllllltllllllllltlllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllltllltllllllilr 

THE INSTITUTE OF SLEEP-LEARNING 
15 plersed to announce 

A MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH IN SLEEP-LEARNING ECONOMICS 
At last we are able to offer a recorder which is not only ideal for Sleep-Learning 
and Theraphy and gives excellent results on music but is at the same time at a 
sensationally low price—only 25 gns. 
Send now for our latest free catalogue of Complete Sleep-Learning Kits and 
accessories including our special Induction Tapes, Pillow Speakers, Time 
Switches, etc., etc., together with latest Press Reports on this Vita! New Subject. 

THE INSTITUTE OF SLEEP-LEARNING 
Dept. TRM, 16 KINGS COLLEGE RD.. LONDON, N.W.3. 01-722 3314 

PH0N0BAND 

PRE-RECORDED TAPES 

POSTPAID DIRECTLY FROM STOCK. Use the 
Advertisement Inquiry Service Coupons to obtain 
FREE GIGANTIC CATALOGUE. 

STUDIOPRODUKTER 

Box 20018, Stockholm 20, Sweden. 

,se 
tiO '"a V Vn® e»; 

o#rc Ob 
,o<a 

»Oc.s, 
w<» 

,o'V ob cb fa \b ,vb ,-rJ 0° to® 2® to ,se 
c® ob, Ab 

»b 

Order RECORDS AND RECORDING & RECORD 
TIMES from any newsagent or 2s. 6d. post free from 
16 Buckingham Palace Rd. London. SWI (6 months 18s) 

Van Der Molen 

SONIC EIGHT SPECIFICATION 

& 151 

SYSTEM 
Philips Cassette 

PLAYING TIME 
2 x 30 mins. or 
2 x 45 mins. 

OUTPUT 
4 watts per Channel 

CONTROLS 
Volume and Tone 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
60-I0.C00 Hz. 

POWER SUPPLY 
II0-245V. 50 60 Hz. 
or 20 25V. DC 

INPUTS 
Dynamic Mic. 
and Tuner/Pick Up 

DIMENSIONS 
21" x 7r x 5" 

CABI NET FINISH 
Teak Veneers 

DETACHABLE SPEAKER 

THE NEW LOOK IN "CASSETTE" TAPE RECORDERS 
With this latest British made model true stereo separation is made possible by a detachable 
speaker which is normally housed inside the main cabinet. Recommended list price 49 gns. 

Designed and manufactured in Britain by Van Der Molen Ltd., 42 Mawney Road, Romford, Essex. Phone : 41904 
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■stil 

leading 
lur.ftH a rannft of units that in 

Brenell policy is successfully 
simple—to provide recorders 
and units matching the 
needs of the most critical 
enthusiast, yet within the price 
range of the 
private pocket. 
Continuous 
steady develop- 
ment and 
improvement in 
all details, both 
mechanical and 
electronic, has produced a range of units that in 
versatility, reliability and high grade audio 
performance represent not only outstanding value 
for money but superb listening by any standards. 

O 

Mark 5 Series 3 
Mono; half-track; two 
heads; magic eye. 
Price: £77.14.0. 

Mark 5 Type M 
Series 3 
Mono; half-track; three 
heads; recording level 
meter. Separate record 
and playback heads and 
amplifiers. 
Price: £97.13.0. 

STB2 Mono Stereo 
Half-lrack (Record/play- 
back); plus quarter-track 
(playback); four heads; 
two edgewise meters. 
Price: £150. 

Mono/Stereo Hi Fi Tape Link 

^ o y — 
O (I o 

Brenell 

The perfect partner to 
fine equipment. 
Price: £46. 

Mark 5 Series 3 
Deck 
Standard equipment on 
all Brenell recorders, this 
deck incorporates all the 
features demanded by the 
enthusiast who prefers to 
assemble his own 
equipment. Prices from 
£38. 

gives you all you want 

in tape—superbly! 

Write for full specifications to Publications Dept.. Ref. TRM/S 
Brenell Engineering Co. Limited 
231/5Liverpool Rd, London N.I NORTH 8271 (Blines) 

TAPE RECORDER 

COVERS 

* t 
i • - 67 6 
»» « 

Smart, waterproof covor to 
riro complota protection to 

capo rreorder. Made 
rubberised canvas in 

navy, wine, tan, Cray and 
bottle creen with white con- 
treating pipings, reinforced 
base, handy alp microphone 
pochet and name panel. 

Crundig TK. TK-5 
TK-6   
TK4   
TK.M, 16 ft 33 ... 
TK.NL. I7L. IBC, TK <00 4 211 67It 
TK.20  (!/• 
TK.M  »»/- 
TKJS  t»h 
TKJ0  «•/- 
tkjj  41 - TK 40 4 41 ... 44/- 
TK.46  11- 
TK.SS  41/- 
TK.60   75/—• TKaiOlD . 41/-« 
Cob  M/- Telefunken 85   65 - 

75/15 4 76K ... 55/- 45 4 96 ... 4* 4 Philips E11538   41/- 
ELI542   41/- 
EL3534   74, •Without pocket. 

Philips 1514  
1545   1545  

„ IMS ._ 
.. 1514  .. BJSIS 
.. EL154I/I5 ... 
.. 1S4IH Conor 1602   

1601  
1404   
140 5  Stella ST455   

.. 5T4S4  „ ST4S8 ... 
„ ST459   Saba 2105   

Elisabethan LZ29 ... 
FT. I ... 

Brenell fih. 5 ... 
1 star ... Robuk RK.3 4 RK.4... 

Sony 521 
Ferrognph  
ftevoa F model 
Optacord 412. 414 4 416 
T ruvoa 92 4 94 
Tandbarg 72. 72b. 74. 74b. 

62. 62b. 64. 64b 
(hard case) <7/l/B 
Soft case... 15/12/6 92 (hard case) 17/1/8 

87/- 
79/6 
79 6 
57/- 
66,- 
57/4 
57,4 
72 - 
57 4 41/- 
79/- 84 
41/- 
57,4 
79 - 
84 - 
79 4 
75 - 
44 77 - 
49 
47/4 
58/- 80,- 
84/- 
41:- 
9*/- 

A. BROWN & SONS LTD. 
24-28. GEORGE STREET. HULL Tel.; 25411. 25412 

Yours faithfully, 

JORDAN-WATTS, 

Yes, these fine High Fidelity Loudspeakers give 
you really faithful sound and boundless listening 
pleasure for so little effort. They have just about 
all the virtues a constructor could wish for— 

Simple, small enclosure designs readily adaptable 
for furniture, fireplace, or wall recesses, to enjoy 
Wifely approval. 

One single unit covers full audio frequency, 20Hz 
to 20kHz. Impedances matching 3-5 ohms or 
7t-l6ohms. Low distortion, crystal clarity and 
life-like sound quality. Economical too, at 
£10. 10s. Od. they cost less than some tweeters. 

Alternatively you can buy Jordan-Watts Loud- 
speaker systems complete in tasteful enclosures. 

Send today for all details to:— 

Boosy and Hawkes (Sales) Ltd. 
Deansbrook Road, 
Edgware, Middlesex. 
01-952-7711 

Jordan-Watts Limited 
Benlow Works. 
Silverdale Road. 
Hayes, Middlesex. 

Jordan-Watts Loudspeakers — The Voice'of HighTidelity 
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MRS. MILLS 
Look Mum, No Hands 
Parlophone JA-PMC7020 

Va l.p.S 

EMI 

*«IV 
lamim 

ELLA FITZGERALD 
Ella Fitzgerald's Big Sixteen 
Verve TA-VLP9166 

xitiriey 
tmssey 

I 

nna H-r 
lat er* 

VfffJV 
jstweee 

wnKeeae 

1H£ GREATEST RECORDING ORGANISATION IN THE WOOED 
I.M.I. RCCOROS (TM( CAAMOPMONl CO. ITO.) I.M.I. HOUSE, lO MANCMESTt* SQUAAE, LONDON W.I 

J. I PS TWIN TRACK MQNQ TAPE RECORD 
SHIRLEY BASSEY 
And We Were Lovers 
United Artists TA ULP1160 
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IFIBiVIWiS m 

Tiimyrsi&m 

MAINS TAPE RECORDERS 
•Ampcx 800 Series ... £127.10.0 
•Ampex 1100 Serijs ... £149.10.0 
•Akai 1710  79 gns. 
•Akai X-300 190 gns. 
*Akai 910  62 gns. 
*Akai M8 Stereo ... 136 gns. 
Akai 355 Stereo  239 gns. 
•Beocord 2000   119 gns. 
*Beocord 2000 de luxe . 135 gns. 
*Beocord 1500 ... ... 89 gns. 
*Beocord 1500 dc luxe ... 105 gns. 9Beocord 1000 ... ... 69 gns. 
•Brenell STB2   £150.0.0 
•Brenell Mk. 5 M Series 3 93 gns. 
•Brenell Mk. V Series 3 . 74 gns. Elixabethan LZ32 ... 32 gns. 
Elixabethan LZ34 ... 34 gns. 
Ferguson 3218   34 gns. 
Ferguson 3222   35 gns. 
Ferguson 3216 ... ... 49 gns. 
•Ferrograph 633 ... ... 120 gns. 
•Ferrograph 631   95 gns. 
•Ferrograph 632 Stereo... 126 gns. 
Fidelity Playmatic ... 28 gns. 
Grundig TK400 2sp. 4 Tr. 47 gns. 
Grundig TKI4L   37 gns. 
Grundig TKI7L ... ... 43 gns. 
Grundig TKI8L 39 gns. 
Grundig 23L Auto ... 49 gns. 
Grundig TK 140 38 gns. 
Grundig TKI20   29i gns. 
Philips 3556... ... ... 62 gns. 
Philips 3558  42 gns. 
Philips 3553  36 gns. 
Philips 3552 24 gns. 
•Revox 736 124 gns. 
Sony TC260 97 gns. 
Sony 2S0A Deck Pre-amp 57 gns. 
Sony 200 ... ... ... 72 gns. 
Sony 600   127 gns. 

Stella 463   39 gns. 
•Tandberg Series 6 ... 110 gns. 
•Tandbcrg Scries 8, 2 Tr. 54 gns. 
Tandberg Series 12 ... 105 gns. Telefunken 203 ... ... 69 gns. 
Telcfunkcn 201   44 gns. 
Telefunken 200   39 gns. 
•Telefunken 85 de luxe ... 83 gns. 
•Telefunken 204 Stereo . 106 gns. 
•Truvox PDI02   93 gns. 
•Truvox PDI04 Stereo . 89 gns. 
Truvox RI02   76 gns. 
Truvox R104 79 gns. 
Truvox R40. .. 44 gns. 
Uher Hi-Fi Special ... 129 gns. •Uher 724L  75 gns. 
•Vortexion WVA, 3 speed £96.7.0 
•Vortexion WVB. 3 speed £115.10.0 
•Vortexion CBL Stereo £172.0.0 
•Van der Molen VR4 ... 59 gns. 
•Van der Molen VR7 39 gns. 
•Uher 784 Royal 129 gns. 
•Uher Hi-Fi Special ... 129 gns. 

BATTERY PORTABLES 
Akai X IV. 4 Tr. Stereo. 131 gns. 
Cossor 1621 ... ... 26 gns. 
Grundig EN3 Notebook 23 gns. 
Grundig TK6L   73 gns. 
Grundig CI00 ... ... 39 gns. 
Locwe Opta 408 39 gns. 
Locwe Opta 416  SI gns. 
Locwe Opta Cassette ... 39| gns. 
Philips EL330I   26 gns. 
Philips 3586  27 gns. 
Sanyo Auto . . ... 22 gns. 
Sanyo Bate. Mains ... 36 gns. 
Stella 472 ... ... ... 27 gns. 
Telcfunkcn 300 49 gns. 
Telefunken 301 4 Tr. ... 54 gns. 
Uher 4000L 103 gns. 

•Alicrophone eMtra 

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR 

TAPE and HI-FI 
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS 

it Minimum Deposit 
it No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months 
it Free Service during Guarantee Period 

Prices subject to alteration as announced 
by manufacturers 

MAINS POWER PACKS 
Philips, Stella or Cossor £5.12.0 
Uher 4000, with cell ... 18 gns. Telefunken 300, with cell £15.17.0 
TAPE DECKS by Brenell, Wearite. 
TAPE-TO-DISC and Copy Service. 

MICROPHONES, MIXERS, etc. 
Hammond Condenser MI00 29 gns. 
AKG DI4S £10.0.0 
AKGDII9 £20.10.0 AKG DI9C £17.10.0 
AKG K50 Headphones ... £7.10.0 Eagle Mixer  £3.3.0 
Grampian Reflector .. £6.15.0 Grampian DP 4 Dynamic £8.5.0 
Grampian Ribbon ... £11.10.0 
Grundig Mixer (Stereo) ... 18 gns. Philips Preamp ... ... £6.10.0 
Reslo Ribbon   £12.2.0 

Hi-Fi llopt. 
•AMPLIFIERS (mono «. stereo) 

Quad Scott Triplctone 
Leak Rogers Cadet Mk. Ill 
Armstrong B. & O. Pye 
Truvox 

•TUNERS 
Quad Rogers B. & O. Leak 
Armstrong Pye Tripletone 

• LOUDSPEAKERS 
Quad Pye W.B. Wharfdalc 
Goodmans Tannoy Leak 
Lowther Kef Rogers Elac 
S.H.B. Tandberg B. & O. 
Truvox Ditton 

• MOTORS, PICKUPS 

Also in stock: microphones by ACOS, BEYER 
FILM INDUSTRIES. TELEFUNKEN. etc. 
• DEFLUXERS by Wearite. Walgain 
PRE-RECORDED TAPES 
by Columbia, H.M.V. and all E.M.I, labels. 
Crown. Phonoband, Eagle, etc. 
TAPE SPLICERS bv Bib. Bond. E.M.I. 
Matching transformers, pl-ijs, sockets, etc. 
STAN DS of all types. TAPES 

Carrard incl. Thorens 
AT6. 401, etc. Tannoy 
Goldring Shure 
Connoisseur Ronette 
Decca Sonotone 
Transcriptor B, A O. BSR 
Philips SME Mk. II 
Ortofon Pickering 
Acos ADC All types of Diamond and Sapphire 

styh, stereo and mono. Microlifls, 
Carrard. Coldring. Acos Pressure 
Gouges Disc freener. Acos Dust Bug 
• CABINETS—Record Housing 
and GKD 

Please note our only address as below 

169-173STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6 
Between St. Leonard's Church 

and Streatham Station OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY—I p.m. Weds 
STReatham 0466/0192 
• FREE CAR PARK. Prentis Road 

HEATHKIT 

The first choice in 

Hi-Fi EQUIPMENT 

OUR WIDE RANGE INCLUDES: — 
AUDIO 
Cabinets. Turntable Units. Mono and Stereo Amplifiers, Pickups, 
Speaker Systems. Mono and Stereo Control Units, Tape Preamplifiers, 
Tape Decks, etc. 
RADIO 
AM/FM and FM Tuners, Car Radio, FM Decoder, Transistor Radios, SW and Communication Receivers. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Children's Hobby Kits, Tool Kits, Intercom, Electric Organs, and a 
wide range of Amateur Radio Gear. 
TEST 
A range of Audio Test, Home Workshop, 
Service, and Laboratory Instruments. 

— i 
TRU V Ox 
▲ 

|" TAPE 
DECKS 

- from £13.10.0 
to £36.15.0 

T 

BERKELEY 
SPEAKER KIT 

£19.10.0 
MALVERN 

CABINET KIT 
£18.1.0 incl. P.T. MAGNAVOX 

e o 

TRANSISTOR MIXER, 
TM-1 Kit. £11.16.6 

Transistor Stereo 
Amplifier Kit AA-22U from 

£39.10.0 less cabinet 
Transistor FM Tuner Kit 
from £20.19.0 incl. P.T. 

FREE! CATALOGUE 

Don't Delay ! We are waiting 
to send your copy. 
For enjoyment and pride in assembly, for long years 
of pleasure and performance, for new adventures in 
creative electronics, post the coupon below and get 
your personal copy of the Heathklt catalogue of 

quality build-it-yourself and assembled equipment. Read about models 
from radio to Hi-Fi equipment — from VVMs to oscilloscopes — analogue 
computers to tool kits. Every model covered by a money back guarantee. See 
for yourself, why Heathklt Models are the choice of the discriminating 
Builder. Britain's largest selection of quality electronic kits. 

HURRY! HAIL THIS COUPON TODAY. 

Heathklt 

n: DAYSTROM LTD.. Gloucester. Tel.: 20217. 
FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE 

Please send me 

ALL MODELS also available assembled. Prices on req -esc. 
Deferred Tern-s available in the U.K., over £10. Prices quoted 
are Mail Order. Retail prices slightly higher. 

Full details of Model(s) 
Name   
Address   
(Block capitals ple-se) ... T.5 

See Heathkit models in London, at The Heathkit Centre. 233 Tottenham Court Road. W.I Telephone 01-636 7349 
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(lAKIFIED 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Rale.—One shilling per word: box 
numbers. 2s. 6<l. extra. Payment 
with copy, which should be sent 
to Advertising Department. " TAPE 
Recording Magazine." Prestige House, 
14-18, Holborn. London, E.C.I. 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
TAPE RECORDERS. SAVE FROM 

30 per ccm to 60 per cent on the 
original price. Large stocks of second- 
hand. new, shop-soiled machines. All 
guaranteed. Obtainable on our NO 
INTEREST TERMS. Best pan ex- 
change allowances on your existing 
equipment. CALL. WRITE. PHONE 
today for free list. Quotation and 
details. Our Mail Order covers the 
whole Country.—R. E. W. Earlsfield 
Ltd., 266, Upper Tooting Road. 
London. S.W.I7. BALham 9174-5. 

20 per cent CASH DISCOUNT on 
most famous makes of Tape Recorders. 
Hi-Fi equipment. Cameras and Type- 
writers. Join England's largest Mail 
Order Club now and enjoy the 
advantages of bulk buying. Send 5s. 
for membership card, catalogues, price 
lists or s.a.c. for free quotations and 
leaflets. C.B.A. (Dept. A5). 370. St. 
Albans Road. Watford. Herts. 

W.H.M. WOW AND FLUTTER 
METER MODEL 3. £48. Literature 
and specification on request. 35, Villiers 
Road. WATFORD. Herts. 

FOR SALE 
BLACKBURN has Lancashire's 

leading Hi-Fidelity / Tape Recorder 
stockists and Electronic Engineers at 
HOLDINGS AUDIO CENTRE. 
MINCING LANE/DARWIN STREET. 
BLACKBURN (Tel. 59595). 

BARGAIN SALE, new goods, fully 
guaranteed. Beueord 2000 K, D/L 
115 gns, Beueord 1500 D/L 85 gns. 
Tclofunken M200 32 gns. Grundig 3- 
mikc mixer 5 gns. Reslo Ribbon Mikes 
£7. Symphony AM/FM Tuners £14. 
Fcrrograph mono with Reslo Mike (s/h) £40. Leak Trough-line 2 Tuner 
(s/h) £20. N.R.S.. 16 King's College 
Road, London. N.W.3. Tel.: 01-722 
3314. 

E.M.I. L2A, 3J, full track. As new, 
£45 (cost £125). BOX 479. 

GEVAERT new boxed Recording 
Tapes: 600 ft. (5{ in. spool) at 9s. each 
or 6 for 50s. GRUNDIG 2-iransistor 
Prc-ampliliers suitable for boosting 
microphones and tape head monitoring 
—listed at 45 gns —OFFERED NEW 
and boxed at 57s. 6d. each. LEE 
ELECTRONICS. 400, Edgwarc Road. 
W.2. PADdington 5521. 

TELEFUNKEN M24 PROFES- SIONAL TAPE RECORDER. Chassis 
Model (mono). One of the best 
machines of its kind ever built. Cost 
£170, bargain at £72 10s. Also Rad- 
ford FMTI Tuner £25. SME Limited. 
Steyning, Sussex. 

VORTEXION WVB 4, { track. 7V 
and 15 ips.. A SUPERB INSTRU- 
MENT capable of highest quality re- 
cording work. Seen S.W. London. £60 
cash. No olTcrs. Box No. 478. 

EDUCATIONAL 
HYPNOP^DIA = SLEEP-LEARN- 

ING. Apply to THE AUTHORITY 
in Great Britain for details of research 
and cquipmcm. Free Advisory Ser- 
vice (Panel ol Consultants) for Mem- bers. THE SLEEP-LEARNING 
ASSOCIATION. 14. Belsizc Crescent. 
London. N.W.3. Tel.: SWI 6160. 

TAPE DUBBING 
E.R.S. RECORDS: TAPE/DISC 

Vari-groovc High Level Recordings with 
WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE. Top 
quality pressings. 162. SH1RLAND 
ROAD. LONDON. W.9. 

J. & B. RECORDINGS. Tape/disc. 
Mobile unit. Quality recording. 14. 
Willows Avenue. Mordcn, Surrey. 
Mitcham 9952. 

JOHN HASSELL RECORDINGS. 
Tape-lo-Disc Service using latest high 
level disc-cutting system. Quality press- 
ings made. Studio with Bcchstcin 
Grand. Mobile unit. 21, Nassau Road. 
London. S.W.I3. RIVcrsidc 7150. 

STUDIO REPUBLIC presents a 
superior disc cutting service for the 
skilled amateur and semi-professional. 
Mono and stereo acetates and press- 
ings; studio and mobile recording: dub- 
bing. CHURCH FARM. PINNER. 
Middlesex. 01-868 5555. 

TAPE-TO-DISC RECORDING 
Finest professional quality. 10-inch 
LP—42s. (32 mins.), 12-inch LP—48s. 
(45 mins.), 7-inch EP—21s. 

40ff. RECORDING STUDIO 
S.A.E. tor leaflet to DEROY Sound 
Service. High Bank, Hawk Street, 
CARNFORTH. Lanes. 

TAPE TO DISC by PATRICK 
OMAHONY & CO. LTD. High 
Fidelity microgroove records made from 
your own personal tapes. All size re- 
cords our speciality—also Demo Discs 
and Weddings made from your tapes. 
Full editing facilities: tapes of any size, 
speed, track, stereo or mono. Also 
Fully Professional Recording Studio and 
Staff: Mobile unit. Associate of Profes- 
sional Recording Studios Ltd. 48-hour 
return postal service. S.A.E. for 
brochure: 33. COX FORD ROAD. SOUTHAMPTON. Tel.: 75453. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Audio Supply saves members' money. 

65-pagc Hi-Fi catalogue with technical 
spccilications, 5s. Unbiased advi- 
sory service. Tapes transferred to 
LPs. (Pressings for fund-raising.) 18. 
Blenheim Road, London, W.4. 

HIGHEST CASH PRICES offered 
for good quality Tape Recorders and 
Hi-Fi. Sec our advert., page 208 this 
issue. R.E.W., 266-8. Upper Tooting 
Road. Loitdon. S.W. 17. 

REPAIRS 
OUR MODERN SERVICE DE- 

PARTMENT equipped with the latest 
test equipment including a wow and 
flutter meter and multiplex Stereo Sig- 
nal Generator is able to repair Hi Fi 
and Tape Recording Equipment to 
manufacturer's standard. TELESONIC 
LTD., 92 Tottenham Court Road. Lon- 
don. W.I. 01-636 8177. 

FOR SPEEDY AND EXPERT SER- 
VICE telephone BRU 1561 or call 
MUSI TAPE 10 lb. Kings Cross Road. 
London, W.C.I. 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
A UNIQUE TAPE BUY! Top 

brand 7 in.. 2.400 ft.. 25s.: in.. 1.200 
ft., 15s.; P A P.: 1 at 2s.. 2 at 2s. 9d.. 
3 to 6 at 3s. 6d. BARGAINS in aH 
sizes. S.A.E. for list. E. C. KINGS- 
LEY & Co. Ltd., 93. Tottenham Court 
Road. LONDON. W.I. EUSlon 6500. 

A BARGAIN OFFER! High-grade 
quality 7 in. LP 1800 ft. 17s.: 5 in. 
LP 900 ft. 9s. 6d. Post 2s. LIST all 
sizes free. MORA TRADING. Mora 
Works, Mora Road. London, N.W.2. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 
FRIENDLY FOLK ASSOCIATION. Torquay (Est. 19-13). Social introduc- 

tions, Pen-friends, Book-lovers, Stamps, 
Photography. Tapesponding. Members 
100 countries. 

Join TAPEMATES INTERNA- 
TIONAL and exchange tapes with 
friends throughout the World. Club 
and recording booths 6 p.m.-10.30 
p.m. Tuesdays. Thursdays and Satur- 
days. 6. Holland Park Avenue, 
London. W.ll. 

Make interesting new friends UK and overseas, all ages. Join VICTORY CLUB. 
34, Honeywell Road. London. S.W.I 1. 
Details free. Established 20 years. 

LANGUAGES NO OBSTACLE TO 
ESPERANTO TAPE FRIENDS. Send 
Tape and Stamp to: THE ESPERANTO 
CENTRE. la. Graigs Avenue. Edin- 
burgh 12. 

FAR AND WIDE RECORDING 
CLUB. ECCLES. MA1DSTONE. 
Details free—SAE please. 

TAPE RECORDS 
Every pre-recorded tape available in 

Britain is listed in the complete 
TELETAPE catalogue al Is. 6d. post 
free. 

Vast selection of Mono and Stereo 
tapes. Send now for your copy by 
return to: Mail Order Dept., TELETAPE 
Ltd.. II. Rcdvcrs Road. London, N.22. 
or call at our Marble Arch or Sbaftcs- 
buty Avenue Showrooms. 

AMERICAN 4-TRACK STEREO 
TAPES arc CHEAPER from DUBLIN. 
For complete and up-to-date list of 
American releases, prices, labels, etc.. 
send 3s. for Harrison catalogue, or post 
requirements to: MUSIC U.S.A.. 201. Pearsc Street. Dublin 2. Ireland. 

Four-track Stereo Tapes arc expen- 
sive! Join the W.S.L. Stereo Tape 
Library and enjoy every tape for only 
a few pence per day. Worldwide 
Service. Send 9d. postage for full 
details to: 104. Norwood High Street. London. S.E.27. 

PUBLICATIONS 
YOU OUGHT TO send for a copy of " Psychology and Whisper 

Teaching" to York House. New 
North Road. Huddcrsfield (5s. 9d. 
post free). 

A CURIOSITY? A COLLECTOR'S 
PIECE? Now available limited re- 
print edition of very first issue of 
TAPE Recording Magazine (Feb.. 
1957). 2s. 6d. (USA S0.65) POST 
FREE. Cheque or postal order to 
TAPE, Prestige House, 14-18. Holborn. 
London, E.C.I. 

TAPE YEARBOOK. Latest 1966 cdl- 
tion. Only tape recorder annual published. 
Lists available, tape recorders, decks, 
microphones, etc., and includes speci- 
fications and prices. Also lists TAPE 
CLUBS under area headings and much 
more helpful information to the 
Amateur and Professional Recordist. 
Price 7s. 6d. post free. Cheque or 
postal orders to TAPE. Prestige House, 
14-18, Holborn, London, E.C.I. 

THE LAW and Your Tape Recorder 
by Andrew Phelan, Barrister-at-Law. 
Excellent NEW booklet which inter- 
prets many aspects of UK Law for 
tape recorder owners. 3s. 6d. post 
free. Remittance with order to: 
PRINT A. PRESS SERVICES LTD.. 
Prestige House, 14-18, Holborn, Lon- 
don, E.C.I. 

NOW IN ITS SECOND REPRINT. 
Alan Beeby's informative handbook 
SOUND EFFECTS ON TAPE. In- 
valuable to all dramatists and record- 
ing enthusiasts. Tells in practical icrms 
not only what to do but also how and 
why. 3s. 6d. post free. Remittance 
with order to Print & Press Services, 
Prestige House, 14-18. Holborn. Lon- 
don. E.C.I. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 
Ouiglcy. Terence (27). 7. Mclrosc 

Villas. Horsforth. Leeds Yorkshire. 
Al Jolson records. 75, 35 ips. 7-inch 
spool. E.M.I. TRSI. 

Rath hone. Trevor (28). 13. Crow- 
mcolc Lane, Copthornc. Shrewsbury. 
Shropshire. Drama, walking, reading. 
75, 35. 1} ips. 7-inch spool. Civic, two and four-track. Male contacts 
required. UK, Holland. France. 

Richardson. Alan (31). 85. Forest 
Road. Romford, Essex. Humour, c. 
& w. music. 31, U ips. 7-inch 
spool. Philips EL3549 and EL354I. 
four-track. 

Rllej Mike (26). 39. Alexander 
Street. London. S.E.I4. Travel, youth 
hostelling, cycling. 75. 35. li ips. 7- 
inch spool. Marconiphone recorder, 
Canada, Eire. New Zealand, Australia. 

Roberts. G. I). (31). Flat 4. Wood- 
lands. Conglcton Road, Alderlcy Edge. 
Cheshire. Photography, travel, out- 
door life, sport, music. 35 ips. 7- 
inch spool. Philips HL354I. four- 
track. Male contacts preferred. 

Rowe. Brian C. (32). 56. Whitelcy 
Road, London. S.E.I9. Most music, 
35. U ips. 8!-inch spool. Fcrro- 
graph Series 5 and Optacord 408. 
battery portable. Austria. Germany. 
Australia. USA. UK. 

Rutt, Stephen (14). 185d. Rectory 
Road. Grays. Essex. Motor-racing, 
disc records. 35 ips. 55-inch spool. 
Elizabethan. four-track. Comuion- 
wealih countries only. 

Scales. John (28). 28, Bournemouth 
Park Road, Southcnd-on-Sca. Essex. 
35. U ips. 51-inch spool. Marconi- phone recorder. 

Scott, Denis (30). Babinglcy. King's 
Lynn. Norfolk. Motoring, films. 15. 
75. 35. 15 ips. 8i-inch spool. Grun- dig TK6. Brcnell Mk.5. Type M. 
Female contacts only in UK. Germany. 
Canada. 

Scahury. Roy P. (20). 6, Mimosa 
Road. Hayes. Middlesex. Cine photo- 
graphy. French and German language, 
cartooning, pop and classical music. 
75. 35. If ips. 7-inch spool. Robuk RK44. four-track. Philips EL35I4. 
Europe, Scandinavia. 

INDEX TO 
ADVERTISERS 

Agfa-Gcvaert  Back cover 
Audio Engineering   180 
Bang & Olufsen Ltd  184 
B.A.S.F. United Kingdom Ltd.... 170 
Berean Forward Movement  202 
Bosch Limited   175 
Breneli Engineering Co. Ltd. ... 203 
Brockley Trading Co. Ltd  209 
A. Brown & Son Ltd  203 
Charlesworth's of Crewe Ltd. ... 198 
Concert Recording   198 
Cussins & Light Ltd  198 
Daystrom Limited   205 
Educational Recordings Ltd. ... 209 
Elstone Electronics Ltd  176 
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and Records  204 
The Ferrograph Co. Ltd  189 
Francis of Streatham   205 
Global Products   209 
Grampian Reproducers Ltd. ... 211 
Grundig (G.B.) Limited   193 
C. E. Hammond & Co. Ltd  179 
Highgate Acoustics  207 
llford Ltd    208 
Institute of Sleep Learning   202 
Jordan-Watts Ltd  203 
K.J. Enterprises  178 
Leda Tapes   209 
Lee Electronics   196 
Magncgraph   196 
Masseys Centre of Sound   196 
Tom Molland Ltd  197 
NuSound   211 
Peto Scott Electrical Instru- 

ments Ltd  174 
Philips Electrical Ltd  177 
Philips Records Ltd  199 
The Recorder Co  207 Rapid Recording Service   198 
Recording Machines Ltd  197 
Records & Recording and Record 

Times  202 
R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd  208 
Rola Cclcstion Ltd  181 
Sony U.K. Sales Division   173 
Studioprodukter   202 
Tape Recorder Hi-Fi Centre 

Sheen   196 
Tape Recorder Centre (Halifax) 197 
Tel-Lec-Radio   197 
Van Der Molen Ltd  202 
Vortcxion Limited   171 
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LOEWEPojOPTA  INTRODUCE THE NEW 

~ OPTACORD 450 BATTERY/MAINS 

CASSETTE LOADING TAPE RECORDER for 39 GNS. 

OPTACORD 450 THE UNIVERSAL TAPE 
RECORDER FOR BATTERY, MAINS OPERATION 
(Power-pack incorporated) 

^ New compact-magazine-s/stem bans tape threading (Philips type). 
0 Unlimited reproduction possibilities with self-made recordings or 

commercially available pre-recorded tapes. 
0 Ready for recordings per microphone supplied with the set, as well 

as from the radio-receiver, record player or any other tape recorder. 
Other features include: 
Further to operation on batteries (5 monocells I.Sv each) or on i 
connection to car battery (6 or 12 V) also possible. Playinj tin 
C 60 "2 x 30 mins. with compact macazine C 90 " 2 x 45 mins. 
loudspeaker, external speaker or headphone; Frequency response ! 
- 40dB. 
Write for illustrated leaflet and further details to: 

i (110 220 v a.c.) 
:c-magazine 

mm 
noEi 

HMGMGAsTE ACOUSTICS 71/3 Gt. Portland Street, London, W.I. 
MUSeum 2901 5 

2 SPECIAL OFFERS! 
All Carriage Paid 
Limited Supplies 

UHER 724L 

4-Track Stereo 

2 Built-in Speakers, 
2 Speeds 7-j and 3| i.p.s. 
VU Meter. 
Frequency Response 40-18000Hz, 
Monitoring and Straight-through 
amplification facilities. 
7" Tape capacity. 
Supplied complete 7" Tape, Audio 
Lead, Makers 12 months' Guarantee 
and instructions. 
List Price 75 Gns. 
Our Price 65 Gns. 
Deposit £23.0.0 and 12 monthly 
payments £3.15.5. 

INTEREST-FREE H.P. TERMS 
Open Saturday 6 p.m. Friday 6.30 p.m. 
If unable to call write for brochures 

Elizabethan LZ 9I02T 
Portable Cassette 
Tape Recorder 
Incorporating Philips Compact 
Cassette System. Brand New. 
Supplied complete with cassette and 
Remote Control Microphone, with 
leads integrated in shoulder strap. 
The ideal " Take it Anywhere " 
portable. Maker's carton, instructions, 
connecting lead and 12 months' 
Guarantee. 
Mains Unit available if required, 
£5.12.0 extra. 
List Price 27 Gns. 
Our Price 21 Gns. 
Deposit £7.7.0 and 12 monthly 
payments £1.4.6. 

★ 
MAINS 4-TRACK 
Fidelity Playtime 
Ferguson 3222 ... 
Grundig TKMO... 
Philips EL3558 ... 
Ferguson 3224 ... 
Wyndsor Vanguard 
Philips EL3556 ... 

MAINS 2-TRACK 
Ferguson 3220 ... 
Grundig TKI20... 
Tandberg 823 ... 
Brencll Mk. 5/3... 
Brenell Mk. 5/3 * M * 
Ferrograph 631 ... 

STEREO/MONO 
Philips EL33I2  Sony TC250A   
Philips EL3555   Akai 1710   
Sony TC260 
Tandberg Scries 12 
Truvox PDI04 ... 
Beocord 1500 ... Bcocord 2000K De Luxe 
Revox 736 
Bcocord 2000T De Luxe 
Akai X-350   
Akai X355   
BATTERY 
Philips EL 3301  Telefunken 301 4-T 
Akai X-4 Stereo 

12 Monthly Cosh 
Deposit Payments Price 
£ s. d. £ $. d. Gns. 
9 9 0 1116 27 

12 5 0 2 0 10 35 
13 6 0 2 4 4 38 
14 14 0 2 9 0 42 
15 8 0 2 114 44 
20 13 0 3 8 10 59 
21 14 0 3 12 4 62 

8 15 0 1 9 2 25 
10 6 6 1 14 5 291 
18 18 0 3 3 0 54 
25 18 0 4 6 4 74 
32 II 0 5 8 6 93 
33 5 0 5 10 10 95 

ur 
42 0 0 7 0 0 120 

16 16 0 2 16 0 48 
19 19 0 3 6 6 57 
26 5 0 4 7 6 75 
27 13 0 4 12 2 79 
33 19 0 5 13 2 97 
36 15 0 6 2 6 105 
36 15 0 6 2 6 105 
36 15 0 6 2 6 105 
43 15 0 7 5 10 125 
44 9 0 7 8 2 127 
45 3 0 7 10 6 129 
66 10 0 II 18 190 
83 6 4 13 17 9 239 

9 9 0 III 6 27 
18 18 0 3 3 0 54 
34 13 0 5 15 6 99 
36 1 0 6 0 2 103 PART EXCHANGES 

(DEPT. T) 186-188 WEST END LANE, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, NW6 
Telephone: SWI 4977 
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You wouldn't teach 

geography with a 1939 atlas 
(So why use anyihincj but llloid Zanjtapc on your tape lecotduf?) 

The tape recorder is (asl becoming commonplace in many 
schools as a teaching aid. But a lot of schools, though they 
are very careful about yvhal tape recorder they buy, don't 
seem to bother about the /ape. They buy |usl any old stuff. 

One tape —llford Zonatape —is, however, specially made 
for schools and anyone else who wants an utterly reliable 
tape. Not only specially made, taut specially lesled. 

Next time you buy tape (or your recorder, buy llford 
Zonatape. 

ILFORD# 
llford Limned. Molion Piciurcs & Magnetic Producls Division 

201-203 Wardour Strcoi. London. W 1 REGent 8731 

REVELATIONS 

of CINECORDER S 

DOUBLE LIFE 

Bench "Amazed " 

By our Special Correspondent 

well-known tape recorder, the " Cinecorder" was found 
guilty yesterday of leading a double life. The case was, 

however, dismissed by the bench, the judge ruling that it was 
in the public interest for the Cinecorder to continue to play 
what he described as " its amazing double role." 
The Prosecution's case was that the 
name Cinecorder implied an exclusive 
use by the cine enthusiast. Witnesses 
would, however, testify that on repeated 
occasions they had seen and heard the 
Cinecorder doing the work of a high 
fidelity tape recorder, and on other 
occasions accompanying amateur cine films with synchronised sound. 

44 Impedance " 
Asked in cross-examination how he 
could be certain on one of these occa- 
sions that it was the Cinecorder. one of 
the witnesses was reprimanded by the 
bench for impedance when he heatedly 
replied that only an idiot could fail to 
recognise the Cinecorder's smooth, 
clean performance. 

Sensation 
Climax of the case came when the 
manufacturer of the Cinecorder and one 
of the country's largest hi-fi and tape recorder dealers, R.E.W. (Earlsfield) 
Ltd. caused a sensation by testifying that 
the demand for the Cinecorder had been 
>o great that he had been able to reduce 
the price from £75 to 59 gns. He attri- 
buted the high level of demand not only 
• TAPE DRIVEN CAPSTAN AND STROBE 
9 TAPE TIME INDICATOR 
• INPUT SELECTORS 
• TWO CHANNEL MIXING 
9 SEPARATE TONE CONTROLS 
9 PUSH BUHON FUNCTION SELECTOR 
9 COMBINED TAPE PROJECTOR START SWITCH 

THE ACCUSED 
to the superb performance of the 
machine, but also to its unique features 
which appealed to every facet of the tape 
recording world. 
In his summing up the judge said he 
applauded the manufacturer's public 
spiritedness in offering such value for money. This, he said, was the sort of 
thing the country needed today. In 
dismissing the defendant without a 
slain on its character he hoped the verdict would be instrumental in draw- 
ing the attention of the general public to 
the unique features of the Cinecorder. 

VOLUME CONTROL FOR ' 
PHONES OR SPEAKER 

MONITOR ' 

9 BIAS CONTROL FOR SUPERIMPOSING 
9 TAPELIFT LEVER FOR CUEING 
9 SHIFTRACK LEVER FOR DUAL RECORDINGS 
9 REMOTE CONTROL CONNECTION 

Full specification available on request 
Only 59 gns. or INTEREST FREE TERMS: £20.19.0 deposit and 12 monthly 
sayments of £3.8.4. Come and pass judgment at our new demonstration 

room or post the coupon below. 

R.E.W. (Earlsfield) LTD., (Dept. T.R.M.) 
266/268, Upper Tooting Road, London, S.W.I7. Tel.: 01-672 8267 or 
3AL 9175. Open: 9a.m.—6p.m. Weekdays. Closed (p.m. Wednesday. 
IASY PARKING ALWAYS 
• We are Britain's Largest Mail Order Tape 

Recorder and High Fidelity specialists, 
offering the largest stocks of new and used 
high quality equipment. 

/ enclose cash*ideposit for the Cinecorder * Please send me full details. 
* Delete inapplicable 

rcw 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 

. R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd. 
Dept. T.R.M. ,266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London S.W.I7. 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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INTERNATIONAL BRAND TAPE  GLOBAL PRODUCTS   
THE 121-KEY DECAP ORGAN 

A selection of Sambas, Overtures, Rumbas, Marches, Tangos, etc., etc. 
Played on the giant orchestral Dance organ. St. Albans Organ Museum. 
12 in. LP mono 35s. inc. P & P. 
Vic Hammett. Wurlitzer Organ. Buckingham Town Hall. For- 
gotten Dreams, Brazil. If I had You. Sweet Georgia Brown. Sambalina, 
Poor Butterfly, Birth of the Blues, etc.. etc, 15s. inc. P & P 12. in Saga 
Society LP mono stereo. S.A.E. for leaflets and catalogue. 
P.O. BOX No. I, ROTHWELL, KETTERING, NORTHANTS. 

Finest quality American made Tape—ot lowest ever prices! Fully g'teed 
3 in. Message tape, ISO ft  2/6 SJ in. Long play, 1,200 ft. Acetate 12/6 
3 In. Message tape, 225 ft  3/9 7 in. Sundard play, 1,200 ft. Mylar 12/6 
3 in. Message tape, 300 ft  7/6 7 in. Long play, 1,800 ft. Mylar... 19/6 
3i in. Triple play, 600 ft. Mylar... 10/- | 7 in. Double play, 2,400 ft. Mylar 25/- 
5 in. Double Play, 1,200 ft. Mylar IS/— I 7 in. Long play, 1,800 ft. Acetate 15/- 
5 in. Long play, 900 ft. Acetate... 10/- 7 in. Triple play, 3,600 ft. Mylar... 50/- 5 in. Standard play, 600 ft. PVC... 8/6 Post I/- per reel—4 reels & over Post Free 
5 in. Triple play, 1,800 ft. Mylar... 35/- Clear Plastic Spools (empty): 3' 1/6, 
5i in. Double play, 1.800 ft. Mylar 22/6 4' 2/-. 5' 2/-, SJ' 2/3, 7' 2/6, Post 6d. 
BROCKLEY TRADING CO., l7

0
8
n^

r°w.9
RoacduN 9530 

"PIONEERS IN SLEEP-LEARNING" 
THE COMPLETE PORTABLE SLEEP-0-MATIC UNIT 

Comprising two speed transistorised tape recorder, auto time switch, 
under pillow speaker and microphone Price £27 10s., p. & p. 7s 6d. 
Batteries 5s. extra. Mains Power Pack 50s. extra. 
Specialists in Sleep-Learning and Audio Learning, tapes on Mind 
Management; Positive Personality; Memory Training; How to Pass 
Examinations, etc. 
Free booklet on the above equipment, list of tapes and discs senton receipt 
of postcard. 

EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LTD. 

Dept. T.R.M., 21 Bishops Close, Church Lane, London, E.I7 

LEDA RECORDING TAPE 

THE ULTIMATE IN TAPE VALUE! British made to full specification. Leaders 
Trailers and Scop Foils on all types 5" and above. Strong, attractive hinge-lid 
boxes. 
GUARANTEE. If you do not agree that the quality of this tape is as high as any 
you have ever bought (irrespective of price!) we will immediately refund your 
money and return postage costs. 
Standard Play Long Play Double Play Triple Play 
(P.V.C.) (P.V.C.) (Polyester) (Polyester) 
3" 150' 2/3 3' 225' 31- 3' 300 ' 4/3 3* 600' 8/9 *' 300' 3 9 4' 450' Sl- 4" 600 ' 8/3 4* 900' 12/6 
5" 600 ' 8/3 S- 900' 99 5' 1200' 15/3 5* 1800' 22/6 
Si' 900' 10/- 5J- 1200' 12/3 Si* 1800' 19/3 Sj* 2400' 28/6 
7" 1200' 12/3 7* isoo' 17/3 7 * 2400 ' 21/9 7* 3600' 38/6 
P.& P. 2/6 per order. We also stock a wide range of accessories, all at /owest-ever prices 

S.A.E. list. 
LEDA TAPES (T). 30 BAKER STREET, LONDON, W.I 

ADVERTISEMENT INQUIRIES 

I should like further information about 

Messrs  "s advertisement 

on page of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  enables 
fuller 

ADDRESS. 

SERVICE 

Aioy (967 

This is a special service for readers of 
" TAPE Recording Magazine," It 

you without cost to get 
information about those 

products in which you are particularly 
interested. Fill in one coupon below 
for each inquiry, with your name and 
address in block capitals in each case. 
Then cut out the whole of this section, 
following the dotted line, fold as 
indicated overleaf and post to us. 

I should like further information about 

Messrs  's advertisement 

on page  of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  

ADDRESS . 

May 1967 

I should like further information about 

Messrs  's advertisement 

on page of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

I should like further information about 

Messrs  's advertisement 

on page of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  

ADDRESS    

I should like further information about 

Messrs  's advertisement 

on page of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

May 1967 May 1967 May 1967 
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ONLY ENGLISH ANNUAL TO DEAL EXCLUSIVELY WITH TAPE RECORDING 

SEND NOW FOR USEFUL 1966 EDITION 

Fill-in & Post this Coupon with Remittance Today! 

j To: TAPE Recording Magazine, 7 TUDOR STREET, LONDON. E.C.4 
i Pleue send me copy(ies) of TAPE Recording YEAR BOOK 1966. at 7s. 6d. 
• (U.S.A. $1.25) per copy POST FREE. I enclose remittance. 

NAME   
ADDRESS. 

PRICE 

7/6 

TAPE YEAR BOOK 

the Recordist's Reference 

The only available up-to-date comprehensive catalogue of TAPE RECORDERS 
on the market with full specifications, price, etc., plus photographs. 

•k Review of tape developments during the past year. 
•if Manufacturers, dealers and Club Secretaries' addresses. 
•if GLOSSARY of technical terms, " at-a-glance " tabulated catalogues of microphones, 

tuners, mixers, and associated accessories; Magnetic Tape Charts, etc. 
On tale at bookttalls or direct from publishers using coupon above 
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A W/mef 

The DP4 microphone is another win- 
ner—by performance alone it has 
achieved world wide acclaim. It is used 
regularly by P.A. engineers, broad- 
casting and television companies, 
film studios, etc., as well as by many 
professional and amateur tape 
recordists. Its winning qualities have 
been designed and produced by 
Grampian—specialists for over thirty 
years in the field of sound equipment. 
We shall be pleased to send you full 
technical details of the DP4 and other 
microphones, together with descrip- 
tions of various accessories. 
Specially designed to 
use with the DP4, in 
order to cut down wind 
noise is the Wind- 
shield — as illustrated 
here. 

There is also the "Grampian" Parabolic Reflec- 
tor. Where it is not possible to place a micro- 
phone close to the source of sound such as 
when making recordings of bird songs, weddings, 
car and train noises etc. the Parabolic Reflector 
has been proved over and over again to be of 
enormous value. 

rampmn 

Grampian Reproducers Ltd., 
Hanworlh Trading Estate, Fellham, Middlesex. 

FANTASTIC SAVINGS 

We have a fantastic selection of tape recorders, new, shopsoiled 
and secondhand showing savings on the manufacturers' list price 
of up to 50%. Our quoted prices are absolutely unbeatable, 
so why not call at any of our showrooms and see the fantastic 
savings that we, as Britain's largest tape recorder specialists 
company, are able to offer you by virtue of our ability to purchase 
large quantities and pass the savings thus obtained on to you! 
(Personal Callers only.) 

# UNBEATABLE NO-INTEREST TERMS 
# OVER 100 MODELS ON DISPLAY 
# EXPERT STAFF EXPERT ADVICE 
# GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES 
# SAVINGS OF UP TO 50% 

THIS MONTH'S BARGAINS 

TANOBERG 12—Stereo. Latest|l967jmodcl. LisCj£IIO. Brand 
new. One only S,S  OUR PRICE 

AKAI M8—Stereo. Brand new. Latest 1967 Model. List £146 
OUR PRICE 

TANOBERG 8—2 track mono. Latest 1967 Model. Brand 
new. List £57. One only S S  OUR PRICE 

B. & O. STEREOMASTER—4 track table model. As new   
AKAI 1710—Latest 4 track stereo. Brand new. List £83. 

Few only   
B. & O. 2000—2 track suitcase. Stereo. Absolutely as new. 

List £129  OUR PRICE 
AKAI X4—4 track stereo battery mains portable. List £143. 

Two only. Brand new  OUR PRICE 
PHILIPS TYPE—Cassette battery mains portable. Brand new. 

List 27 gns. Few only  OUR PRICE 
AKAI 355—Professional 4 track stereo model. Brand new. List £247. I only  OUR PRICE 
PHILIPS EL 3536—4 track mono stereo. Perfect condition. 

Original list £97  OUR PRICE 
GRUNDIG TK46—4 track stereo. Absolutely as new. I only. 

List £112  OUR PRICE 
UHER 4000S.—Superb 4 track. Battery mains portable. List 

£104. I only  OUR PRICE 
TELEFUNKEN 85KL—Deluxe. Superb 2 track model. Brand new. List £95  OUR PRICE 
TANDBERG 64—4 track, 3 speed tape deck. Brand new. List f 15  OUR PRICE 

PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY 

HURRY WHILE STILL AVAILABLE! 

C9gns. 
99gns. 
4Sgns. 
69gns. 
64gn$. 
79gns. 
79gns. 
2lgns. 

I79gns. 
49gns. 
65gns. 
75gns. 
69gns. 
95gns. 

# 

62 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I (200 yards Kingsway) CHAncery 7-401 
228 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2 (opposite Liverpool St. Station) BIShopsgatc 2609 
36 LEWISHAM HIGH STREET. LEWISHAM. S.E.I3 LEE Green 2399 
242 4 PENTONVILLE ROAD, W.I (200 yards Kings Cross) TERminus 8200 
2 MARYLAND STATION. STRATFORD. E.I5 MARyland 5879 
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LOW NOISE LEVEL 

WITHOUT PRINT-THROUGH 

on Agfa Magneton tape 

Print-through is what you don't get with Agfa tape. That's why Agfa Magneton tape is used for 
Magneton tape. What you do get is perfectly so much top-flight professional recording. Give 
balanced sound reproduction over the complete professional polish to your recordings with Agfa 
tonal range... and superb quality, tape after Magneton tape—proved by the professionals. 

.. as CineTeleSound Studios will tell you 
'Agfa Magneton tape is especially impressive for its low noise level without print- 
through' say Cine Tele Sound Studios.' We arc now using Agfa Magneton tape for 
recording tracks of feature films, Television shows and commercials and records 
of all kinds.' 

r 
ii 

PROVED BY THE 
PROFESSIONALS 

FREE MAGAZINE —SEND NOW 
To: Agfa-Gcvaert Limited, Magnetic Tape Division, Great West Road, 
Brentford, Middlesex. 
Please send me my free copy of Agfa Magneton Illustrated Magazine. 
NAME     

I 

I 

I 

I 
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